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Abstract
The discovery of planets outside of our own solar system has captured the imagination of
scientists and the public alike. In just the past decade, more than 3000 planets have been
discovered with the groundbreaking NASA telescope missions Kepler and its successor K2. In
just three years, the K2 mission has yielded some remarkable results, with the discovery of over
300 confirmed planets and 480 reported planet candidates to be validated. The K2 mission
detects planets by recording any periodic dimming in stars; this dimming often indicates that
a planet is in orbit around the star, blocking a portion of its light. A major challenge with the
analysis of these data is to identify planets in star-crowded regions, where individual camera
pixels overlap multiple stars.
In this thesis, I developed, tested, and evaluated a validation process for ruling out false-positive
detections of planets in K2 observations of star-crowded regions. Using Markov chain Monte
Carlo analysis, I fitted a model to obtain the transit parameters for each candidate planetary
system. Later, I used seeing-limited on/off imaging to rule out false positives due to nearby
transiting binary star systems. These results were then evaluated using a software program
called validation of exoplanet signals using a probabilistic algorithm (VESPA) to estimate the
probability of a false-positive detection. Such techniques and results are important tools for
conducting candidate validation and follow-up observations for space-based missions,including
the upcoming Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS) mission, since its large camera
pixels resemble K2 star-crowded fields.
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The discovery of planets outside of our own solar system has profound implications for humanity
in addressing one question: are we alone or is there life outside Earth? Astronomers have begun
to explore this question further with the launch of Kepler and its current successor, K2, a NASA
space telescope mission launched with the intention of searching for exoplanets.
This thesis research aims to offer more insight into the question of life outside Earth by de-
veloping a refined methodology and software toolset for exoplanet candidate validation and
observational follow-up in star-crowded fields K2 data. This will prove immensely useful for fu-
ture exoplanet missions, especially the recently launched Transiting Exoplanet Satellite Survey
(TESS) mission.
1.1 History of Exoplanet Discoveries
An extrasolar planet is defined as a planet that orbits a star other than the sun with a mass of
13 MJupiter or smaller. We apply this mass cut due to general convention that anything larger
is considered a brown dwarf; assuming solar metallicity, this is the mass limit of thermonuclear
fusion of deuterium in an object’s core [10]. The initial search for exoplanets dates back to the
mid-nineteenth century, when a companion object was suspected to orbit the binary star system,
70 Ophiuchi. Captain Jacob noticed anomalies in the binary system’s orbit. It could be argued
this was the first documented attempt of using astrometry to detect exoplanets. Although this
discovery was later discredited, it likely represents the first published claim of a planet outside
of our solar system [11]. While there were many attempts at detecting planetary candidates
(that were later confirmed), the first bona fide planet detection was in 1992 when Wolszczan
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2and Frail discovered two planets orbiting a pulsar, PSR 1257+12, using pulsar timing variations
[12]. The first planet detection around a main sequence star occurred a few years later with
Mayor and Queloz’s discovery of a 0.5 Jupiter-mass planet orbiting a sun-like star, 51 Pegasi,
using radial velocity measurements [1]. However, it could be argued that Latham et al’s radial
velocity detections of substellar mass in the 1980s actually indicated the first discovery of a
planet around main sequence star, HD 114762; depending on the planet’s inclination, the mass
might be just below the upper mass limit for planets [13].
Later, in 1999, although HD 209458b was initially discovered with radial velocity measurements,
it was found to transit, which lead to the establishment of this method as a common detection
scheme for discovering exoplanets [3]. In 2001, a number of planets were discovered by the
Optical Gravitational Lensing Experiment (OGLE) team using the transit method [14]. Since
then, transit photometry has become the most successful method of detection with large-scale
ground-based and space telescope surveys such as Kilodegree Extremely Little Telescope (KELT)
and Kepler . However, in the last decade and a half, a number of other methods have been
developed to discover exoplanets. Just five years after observing the first transit, OGLE-2003
was discovered using gravitational microlensing [15]. In the same year, 2M1207b was found with
direct imaging [16]. Since 2010, a number of planets were first discovered using orbital brightness
modulations and transit-timing variations [17][18]. Such formative discoveries demonstrate the
range of methods used for exoplanet detection.
1.2 Detection Methods
In order to contextualize this thesis research in the exoplanet field, it is important to discuss
such detection methods mentioned above as well as those used in this work. While there
are a number of detection methods worth discussing including microlensing, direct imaging,
astrometry, orbital brightness modulation, and timing variations, this research primarily relies
on the radial velocity and transit method, which will be discussed in greater detail [10].
1.2.1 Radial Velocity Method
Other than the transit method, the radial velocity (RV) method has been the most successful
planet detection method with the second greatest amount of discoveries. As one of the oldest
methods used to discover planets, the technique has evolved enough to detect low-mass planets
3Figure 1.1: Geometry of radial velocity method with center of mass in red, star in yellow,
and the planet in green. The system orbits counterclockwise. With respect to the observer, if
the planet gravitationally pulls the star towards the Earth, we observe a blueshift in the stellar
spectrum (left). If the planet pulls the star away Earth, we observe a redshift (red).
around bright stars [10]. This method relies on the fundamental concept of the Doppler effect.
As a planet orbits its parent star, the planet’s gravitational pull causes the star to wobble back
and forth as the star orbits the planet-star common center of mass. As we examine the spectrum
of a star over a number of nights, if there is a planetary object orbiting, we expect to see the
wavelength of the stellar spectra’s absorption features to be slightly redshifted and blueshifted
mirroring the star’s wobble along the line of sight (figure 1.1).
Based on the wavelength shifts from the spectral results, we can determine the radial velocity





where δλ is the measured shift in wavelength, λrest is the unshifted or “true” wavelength, and
c is the speed of light. These shifts are then plotted over time just as Mayor and Queloz did
in 1995 (figure 1.2) [1]. From here, we can calculate the semi-amplitude of the star’s radial
velocity, v∗, which is equal to (vradial,max − vradial,min)/2. We can also determine the period of
the star’s wobble/planet’s orbit, P , by measuring the time from peak-to-peak of the RV curve
or using the equation for semi-amplitude (described later). The stellar spectra can be used to
determine the spectral type and mass of the star based on intrinsic properties each stellar class
displays in their respective spectra.
4Figure 1.2: Radial velocity curve of 51 Peg B in orbital phase versus velocity shifts. At quarter
and three quarters phase, the star is unshifted along our line of sight. We can see at half and
full phase, the radial velocity shifts are the greatest because this is when the greatest blue or
redshifts were measured as demonstrated in figure 1.1. Reproduced from [1].
With this method, we can estimate a lower mass limit and semi-major axis for the planet based
on a mass estimation for the parent star and the semi-amplitude of its wobble. We can do a
back-of-the-envelope estimation of the planet’s mass using merely Newton’s laws, Kepler’s laws,
and the conservation of momentum. This relies on three assumptions: i) the orbit is circular ii)
there is only one exoplanet in the system iii) the orbital plane is parallel to our line of sight or
edge-on iv) the planet is significantly less massive than its parent star.
Equating Newton’s universal law of gravitation to the centripetal force experienced by the
planet, where G is the gravitational constant, M∗ is the mass of the star, mp is the mass of
planet, a is the distance from planet to star or semi-major axis, and vp is the radial velocity of









Note that we have approximated a as the distance from the center of mass to the planet here
rather than the true definition of the semi-major axis since we also assume the distance from














This in turn can be used to calculate the mass of the planet using momentum conservation laws,
where Pstar = Pplanet. Using the same substitution for vp as before, where vp =
2pia
P :






















Of course, using this many assumptions is not practical nor will it yield accurate mass mea-
surements unless all of these assumptions are true. We must take into account effects such as
orbital inclination of the system and orbit eccentricity. It is also important to note that the
motion we are measuring is only along our line of sight, so v∗ is defined as v sin i as the geometry
demonstrates in figure 1.3.
As a result, we redefine the radial velocity semi-amplitude of the star from equation 1.9, which
we will rename K in the following manner:
6Figure 1.3: Schematic of how radial velocities are measured with the star as the yellow circle
and the planet as the green circle. The radial velocity is measured with respect to the angle of




(M∗ +mp)(1− e2)amp sin i (1.10)
where i is inclination of the planet-star system and e is eccentricity of the planet’s orbit.
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this is comparable to the results of equation 1.9.
However, formula can be written in more practical units by rearranging Kepler’s Third Law
(1.4), where units are re-expressed in terms of years, MJup, and MSun [2].
K =








7Figure 1.4: Radial Velocity Signals for various kinds of planets orbiting a solar-type star at
a range of distances. Reproduced from [2]. As of now, we can get an RV precision of about 0.4
m/s.
With these calculations, we can determine the RV signals for different kinds of planets orbiting
various stars as shown in Lovis and Fisher’s table seen in figure 1.4.
A few disadvantages to consider with the RV method are that the star’s motion observed through
spectral measurements may not be all of its motion. If the system is not completely edge-on,
then the measured radial velocity will be lower than the star’s full velocity. As a result, the
planet mass we calculate will be a lower mass limit rather than the true mass. For this reason,
it is often best to combine the RV technique with other methods, so the inclination may be
determined for a better constrained mass.
Another disadvantage is that the semi-amplitude is inversely proportional to the cube root of
the period (as seen by examining equation 1.13), so planet detection sensitivity decreases at
larger semi-major axes.
Despite such drawbacks, as of January 2018, RV detection has been responsible for 696 out of
the approximately 3700 exoplanet confirmations [6]. Currently the best spectrographs, such as
High Accuracy Radial velocity Planet Searcher (HARPS), can detect RVs as small as 0.6 m/s,
which is precise enough to detect small, rocky planets less than 1 AU away from the star [19].
A major advantage to the RV technique is that when combined with transits it can yield the
density of the planet.
1.2.2 The Transit Method
This thesis heavily relies on the transit method, which has proven to be the most successful
method of planet detection thus far. Like the RV method, it is also an indirect method of
8Figure 1.5: Transit data from HD 209458b. Reproduced from [3].
detection in which we measure the amount of light a planet blocks when it transits its parent
star as seen in figure 1.5 from Charbonneau et al 2000; this was the first successful transit
detection of a planet [3].
The transit method can be clearly represented with Winn’s first-aproximation transit model in
figure 1.6 [4]. Here we see that the transit can be approximated as a trapezoidal depression,
where the sloped sides represent the ingress and egress and the flat bottom is the planet during
transit.
With the transit depth, δ, and a parent stellar radius estimation, the radius of the planet can







We can also examine the exoplanet’s ingress and egress to indirectly constrain the inclination
at which the planet transits across the star. This is done by measuring the proximity of the
transit chord to the center of the star, or the impact parameter. The impact parameter, which
we call b, is the projected distance (unitless) between the center of the star and the center of
the planet at conjunction and can be expressed with the semi-major axis, a, i, the inclination,





9Figure 1.6: Simplified model of a transit. Reproduced from [4].
Figure 1.7: Geometry of the impact parameter. Adapted from [5].
However, Winn’s transit model and the calculation above are merely approximations because we
did not take into account limb darkening. Limb darkening is the phenomenon in which stellar
disks appear brighter in the middle and fainter towards the edges, or “limbs”. We attribute
this to the fact that temperature increases with depth since increased photon absorption occurs
towards the center of the star. Therefore, at the center of the disk, the deepest and warmest
layers are seen to emit more light than the cooler limbs. Since the angle between the stellar
surface and our line of sight is extremely oblique at the limbs, the transit depth is larger during
transit and smaller at the limbs during ingress and egress [4]. A number of limb-darkening
models have been created to accurately model transits.
Another important effect to consider is detecting a secondary eclipse in which the planet passes
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behind the star. While this often too faint to detect, with sufficient precision and the right
observational wavelength, a secondary eclipse can be observed. This allows a number of con-
straints to be placed on the system based on the timing of the secondary eclipse such as orbital
eccentricity. For example, if the timing of the secondary eclipse is not halfway between primary
transits then the orbit has non-zero eccentricity. By considering phenomena such as limb dark-
ening and secondary eclipses, using transit photometry can lead to a host of information about
the planet beyond planet radius, such as atmospheric characterization and planetary system
evolution.
Observing the star in and out of transit allows us to determine the differences of spectral
absorption features in planet opacity based on wavelength-dependence. In turn, this can help
determine the planet’s atmospheric composition. Using different wavelengths, we can examine
the changes in transit depth and how this mirrors various molecules’ behavior in changing
absorption features. This has been successfully done for a number of years in mainly hot
Jupiter type planets and a few subneptunes. So far, sodium, potassium, hydrogen, water,
titanium oxide, and carbon monoxide have been detected [20].
Studying the stellar rotation in relation to a planet’s transit can both reveal information about
the host stellar surface and inform the evolution of a planetary system. Because a transit acts
as a 1D scan of the stellar surface, many features such as starspots can be located. Similar to
the limbs of a star, starspots are cooler in temperature and have cycles that last several times
longer than orbital periods of planets we can observe (about 11 years). If a planet were to cross
a starspot, it would appear as a small positive bump in the transit data. In the case that the
stellar rotation and planet orbit are misaligned, then large portions of the stellar surface will be
scanned by the planet’s shadow. Over long timescales, this could serve as a method of mapping
the entire stellar surface as well as constrain the spin-orbit (mis)alignment of the system. For
example, if a bump were found in in two consecutive transits, it would suggest the system is of
low obliquity, or with planets’ orbital angular momentum is approximately parallel to the star’s
spin angular momentum; otherwise the spot would move away from the from the path of the
transiting planet [21].
The combination of a transiting planet and stellar rotation can also cause the Rossiter-McLaughlin
Effect in which the planet blocks the red or blue shift from stellar rotation. In turn, this creates
net blue or red-shifted light in observed radial velocity of the host star. This appears in the
transit as a time-variable spectral distortion manifested as an ”anomalous RV” or a bump as
seen in figure 1.8. By monitoring this bump, it is possible to measure the angle between the
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Figure 1.8: Illustration of the Rossiter-McLaughlin (RM) Effect. Each column shows a subse-
quent transit phase represented by velocity versus spectral line profile. The first row shows the
stellar disk with the grayscale indicating the rotation velocity. The approaching limb is black
and the receding limb is white. The second row shows the bump caused by the planet blocking
some of the red or blue shift from the stellar rotation. Reproduced from [4].
planet’s orbital axis and the stellar rotation axis. We can also determine the direction of the
planet’s orbit with respect to the star as well as statistical knowledge about the spin-orbit align-
ment of the system [4]. This too has led to some interesting insights about planetary system
evolution, especially for hot Jupiters. It appears this class of planets form misaligned to the
host star but eventually may become aligned through tidal interactions [22].
Despite the many advantages of this method, the transit method heavily relies on having a
component of the orbital plane aligned with the observer’s line of sight. If this is not the case,
the planet cannot be detected, excluding a large percentage of the exoplanet population. In
addition to the alignment, the probability, p, of observing a transit also depends on the stellar





As a result, it is very difficult to detect long-period planets such as those in our solar system.
This is exacerbated by the fact that there is a long wait period between transits for long-period
planets.
However, such disadvantages have not prohibited planet discoveries by the transit method. As
discussed earlier, the transit method can reveal a number of insights about various planetary
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systems. For this reason, this method is instrumental in expanding our understanding of plane-
tary systems. This method’s success can also be attributed to space-based telescopes dedicated
to observing transits, namely the Kepler mission. As of this year, over 2700 confirmed planets
were discovered through the transit method, and about 86 percent of these are Kepler discov-
eries [6]. This number will grow with the results from TESS, whose primary objective is to
observe over 200000 stars for transit events [23].
1.2.3 Additional Methods
In this section we will discuss additional methods, that while important, are not used for this
thesis research. This includes microlensing, direct imaging, astrometry, orbital brightness mod-
ulation, and various timing varition methods.
Based in general relativity, the microlensing method relies on the bending of light due to a
lensing object, along the observer’s line of sight, and a source object. The light from the source
is lensed and magnified as it passes in front of the lens. If the source harbors a planet, their
magnification pattern will change [8]. Microlensing is a useful tool for finding distant planets and
sensitivity to low planet masses but presents a challenge with follow-up since lensing is a one-
time event [10]. As of this year, 58 confirmed planets have been detected with the microlensing
method [6].
With enough spatial separation of the planet from its host star, direct imaging allows for taking
a snapshot of an exoplanet. Because of the difficulty in separating the stellar light from the
planet’s light, direct imaging is limited to bright and big substellar objects and objects far
from their host stars [10]. As of this year, of the 92 confirmed substellar objects imaged, only
39 are of planetary mass (below 13 MJup). We also cannot determine the mass of planets
with this method. However, the results from direct imaging are far more advanced than other
methods, such as direct atmospheric measurements, accurate orbital studies, and the imaging
of protoplanetary disks.
Similar to the RV method, astrometry looks for stellar periodic wobbling by examining the
position of the star in the sky. Astrometry is best used when the system is face-on, so that we
may see all of the motion that changes the star’s position. While no planet discoveries have
been made, if used successfully, it can provide the planetary mass and all orbital parameters
with no sin(i) limitations [10]. However, it relies on extreme precision to measure stellar motion
and many follow-up observations to determine planet parameters. To find an Earth-like planet
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in the habitable zone of 1 AU, we need astrometric precision better than 0.8 microarcseconds
[24]. Despite the lack of discoveries, astrometry has also proved to be a good follow-up method
to provide mass constraints on various planets. With the launch of the Gaia spacecraft in 2013,
it is predicted that astrometry will yield thousands of exoplanet discoveries [25].
Orbital brightness modulation can be applied in a number of ways. As a planet orbits its
host star, the amount of reflected light will change periodically as a result. The BEaming,
Ellipsoidal, and Reflection Phase (BEER) modulation method relies on this notion as well as
brightness variations in the host star due to beaming and ellipsoidal variations due to tidal
interactions [17]. Beaming is the phenomenon in which relativistic effects affect the apparent
luminosity of the object of interest. This method has resulted in 3 confirmed planet discoveries
as of this year [6].
Other methods of detection including timing variations of various kinds including transit-timing,
binary-eclipse timing, and pulsar-timing. In the case of multiplanet systems that transit, transit
timing variations (TTV) can be used to look for minute changes in transit timings based on
gravitational interactions between planets. This can be a good method to detect planets other
methods would not normally find but is only applicable in certain cases. Like RV and astrometry,
it too has been used as a method of follow-up measurement [18]. Similarly, planets have been
detected via pulsation timing variations. Small changes in pulsation periods in large, pulsating
stars can indicate the presence of a planet due to gravitational interactions [26]. As of this year,
between these two methods, 35 confirmed planets have been detected [6].
While the advantages and disadvantages of each method were discussed, the Exoplanet Ency-
clopedia provides plots that visually demonstrate these as well (figures 1.9, 1.10).
1.3 The Kepler and K2 Missions
Kepler and its successor, K2, have been fundamental in widening our understanding of the
diversity in planets in the universe. It will be crucial to use this misson’s findings to prepare
for future missions such as the Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS), the James Webb
Space Telescope (JWST), and Wide Field Infrared Survey Telescope (WFIRST).
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Figure 1.9: Detections are primarily comprised of transit and RV measurements. As expected,
transits are period-limited. Reproduced from [6].
Figure 1.10: Detections were primarily comprised of RV measurements, and then transits
grew to overtake these measurements with the launch of Kepler in 2009. Other methods still
only make up a small percentage of the annual detections. Reproduced from [6].
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Figure 1.11: Kepler ’s field of view. Image from NASA.gov.
1.3.1 Kepler
Launched in March of 2009, the Kepler mission truly revolutionized the exoplanet field [27].
The space telescope was designed to look for transits in 100,000 stars in a single patch of sky for
3.5 years; this area of the sky was located near the constellation Cygnus as seen in figure 1.11.
Its primary mission was to measure ηEarth, the frequency of Earth-like planets around sun-like
stars.
The Kepler mission uses a 1m Schmidt telescope with a field of view (FoV) of 116 square degrees.
The photometer is composed of 42 science CCDs or 21 CCD modules. Each module covers about
5 square degrees with 2200 x 1024 pixels. Therefore, the total imaging capacity is about 95
megapixels, resulting in far too much data to be stored and downlinked. Because targets were
mostly selected pre-launch due to the objective of determining ηEarth and lack of storage, only
the pixels of interest for targets were extracted and stored for downlink. This amounted to
about 5.4 megapixels, each pixel measuring 3.98 arcseconds on one side. These target pixels
were gathered by first coadding data from each CCD on board resulting in a cadence of 30
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minutes. Meanwhile, a limited set of 512 targets were also extracted from the image to provide
shorter cadence, one-minute data. Full-field images (FFIs) were also recorded once per month,
calibrated, and archived [28].
An Earth-analog system with a star of 12th magnitude has a transit depth of 84 parts per
million (ppm). Such a transit has a duration of 13 hours and should be at least observed for
6.5 hours [28]. For such a system to be detected with ≥ 4σ confidence, CCDs would need a
photometric precision better than 20 ppm. However, this photometric precision was not reached
due to both measurement noise and stellar variability, and only an average of 41 ppm precision
could be reached for the same integration time [29].
The Kepler team also created a processing pipeline that functioned to process the raw photo-
metric data downlinked to Earth. The raw data were first calibrated to correct for bias and
remove any other instrumental or electronic effects. Afterwards, a background sky flux was
estimated based on the counts from about 4500 pixels from across the CCD array. This in turn
allows for aperture photometry to be performed on the target stars using optimal apertures. The
subsequent light curves were recalibrated after correcting for systematic errors based on diag-
nostics and engineering data. They were also subject to statistical tests such as an examination
of centroid motion in order to rule out false positive scenarios [30].
With its robust pipeline and extremely high photometric precision, Kepler was an overwhelming
success contributing to the discovery of 2341 confirmed planets according to NASA. Kepler has
greatly expanded our understanding of the exoplanet field populating more and more parameter
space with longer-period, smaller-mass planets such as super-Earths. Many unique planetary
systems have also been discovered including the first Earth-sized planet in the habitable zone,
Kepler 186f [31]. The Kepler mission has also informed our understanding of stellar astrophysics,
meeting one of their main research requirements. Repeated observations of these stars provide
an unprecedented amount of precision that can reveal new information about stellar classes. In
just the first year of observations, it was found that characteristic pulsation patterns for a star
could determine the difference between red dwarfs and red giants [28].
1.3.2 From Kepler to K2
Events took a turn for the worse in 2012-2013 when two of the four reaction wheels of the space
telescope failed. This brought an end to the original mission. However, a solution was quickly
proposed that the thrusters could be used as a makeshift third reaction wheel, and thus K2
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Figure 1.12: Example of a systematics-corrected K2 light curve displayed in days versus
relative brightness. Offset used to illustrate difference in photometric precision. Note that 1000
ppm equals 1 mmag. Reproduced from [7].
was born. In order to remain in a nearly stable equilibrium, the telescope travels along the
ecliptic plane, which allows the telescope to balance solar pressure along its roll axis and have
the thrusters ameliorate residual drift. Therefore, the old field of view (FoV) was no longer
observable. Additionally, in order to keep the solar panels solar-facing, the telescope must shift
to a new FoV in the ecliptic every 83 days [32].
Each group of observations for a certain FoV corresponds to a particular K2 campaign. With
this division of observations, K2 presents a unique opportunity to detect planets in various envi-
ronments. However, unlike Kepler, K2’s targets were chosen for many scientific objectives that
no longer prioritized finding ηEarth. For example, campaign 9 was used to conduct microlensing
surveys as discussed in chapter 2. As a result, about 10000-30000 targets were chosen for the
30-min cadence observations and 50-200 targets chosen for shorter cadence observations. The
setup for data collection remained the same with pixel files collected for targets of interest.
However, with the pointing jitter due to the thruster motion every 6 hours, the Kepler process-
ing pipeline was no longer viable; the photometry had to be corrected. In 2014, Vanderburg
and Johnson proposed photometric analysis that would correct and remove this dependence
as shown in figure 1.12 [7]. The details of this method are described in Chapter 2. With
this method, the photometric precision is several times better and now comparable to Kepler’s
original photometric precision. These are the light curves I will be using in my thesis research.
Just like Kepler, K2 has been largely successful with the discovery of 309 confirmed planets and
480 candidates [6]. Its campaigns offer a unique opportunity to discover a wide range of planets
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in various environments. This is more analogous to the upcoming TESS mission, which will be
an all-sky survey.
1.4 Research Overview
The primary objective of this thesis is the statistical validation of K2 Campaign 13 (C13)
planetary candidates with special consideration for star-crowded fields. The methods developed
to overcome the challenges of crowded fields will be important for the upcoming TESS mission.
1.4.1 Candidate validation
The validation process for planetary candidates for K2 varies from the process for Kepler due to
the lack of a strong, centralized pipeline. For K2, a validated planet is a candidate that has been
vetted with a number of follow-up observations to rule out false positives and constrain its planet
parameters. It should also be quantitatively determined how likely it is the candidate is a planet
versus a false positive. Once a candidate is validated, a number of follow-up observations can be
done to confirm it; confirmation requires more rigorous observations and parameter constraints
than validation. For my thesis research, I will be focusing on validation of candidates in crowded
fields of Campaign 13.
The validation process can be outlined as follows.
1) Using Dr. Andrew Vanderburg’s light curves, perform triage and vetting to form a list of
candidates
2) Build a transit predictor and transit-fitter to aid in performing follow-up observations.
3) For those candidates that are in crowded fields, use seeing-limited on/off imaging to eliminate
false positives due to nearby eclipsing binaries. This must be performed on a telescope with
better spatial resolution than Kepler.
4) Of those that survive, send these candidates out for spectral RV follow-up and high-resolution
imaging. These should also eliminate false positives and help determine stellar parameters.
5) Using these follow-up results and the transit-fitter, use Validation of Exoplanet Signals using
a Probabilistic Algorithm (VESPA) to calculate a false positive probability for the candidate.
If it is less than 1 percent, we consider it validated [33].
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Figure 1.13: Example of a coadded image from K2 with a crowded field of K2 target
EP246865365. The green dots indicate stars, the red line indicates the default aperture, and
the blue line indicates the size of one TESS pixel. Notice the three stars in this aperture would
be contained within just one TESS Pixel, so none of the stars would be resolved and the signal
source left unknown. Picture courtesy of Dr. Andrew Vanderburg.
Note that step 3 is not done in typical validation processes for Kepler and K2, but we have
incorporated it here to account for crowded fields. This will also be an important method to
use for TESS follow-up.
1.4.2 Purpose
This thesis focuses on candidate validation in crowded fields because in such cases it is hard to
determine the source of the transit signal. In many cases, validation in crowded fields requires
resolving stellar blends that are contaminating the target star signal and creating false positive
scenarios, where a nearby eclipsing binary signal mimics a planet signal. As an all-sky mission,
TESS has wide angle cameras with large pixels. Although its photometric precision is high,
like the crowded fields of K2, it will face a similar problem; each pixel will harbor a number of
stars making it difficult to locate the transit source (figure 1.13). However, TESS was built with
the intention of surveying 200000 nearby, bright stars. These stars will be easier to follow-up
and resolve any issues of stellar blending compared to the fainter observed during the Kepler
mission [23].
Therefore, performing and evaluating candidate validation methods in K2 crowded fields will
provide insight on what techniques should be used to approach candidate validation for TESS
as discussed in Chapters 5-7.
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1.4.3 Thesis Overview
This body of work will begin with a discussion of the work completed with K2 Campaign 9 in
the summer of 2017 and its implications for my future thesis work in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 will
discuss the implementation of the transit-fitting tool using Markov Chain Monte Carlo analysis.
Chapter 4 will discuss how the planet candidates studied were chosen and the technique of
seeing-limited on/off imaging as a means of identifying false positive scenarios/sources of the
transit signal. Chapter 5 discusses the results of seeing-limited on/off imaging for the chosen
candidates. Chapter 6 discusses the results from VESPA for these candidates and compares
these findings to those found from on/off imaging. Finally, Chapter 7 will conclude with a
summary of the findings and an evaluation of the follow-up techniques used for crowded fields
of K2 thereby informing their feasibility for TESS follow-up.
Chapter 2
Target Selection and Transit
Prediction in Crowded Fields
Chapters 2 and 3 discuss thesis-related work done during the summer of 2017 at the Harvard-
Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics. This summer work was primarily meant to build infras-
tructure for thesis work done during the academic year. By the end of the summer 2017, it
was decided that due to the complexity of challenges work with C9 would not continue into
academic year 2017-18.
2.1 K2 Campaign 9
One challenge with the K2 mission is the search for planets located in star-crowded regions.
Performing photometry in crowded regions becomes difficult due to the contamination from
neighboring stars when placing apertures. However, because of the amount of data downlinked
a day from the mission and its cost, it is vital to extract as much information as possible from
these images. In addition, the methods developed in the process of candidate validation will
be useful for the upcoming Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS) mission due to the
similarity in TESS’s large pixel size and the crowded fields in certain K2 campaigns.
Campaign 9 (C9) is the prime example of a crowded field. Situated directly towards the galactic
bulge in the constellation of Sagittarius, this campaign was strategically located to allow for
simultaneous ground-based observations (figure 2.1). This campaign was primarily meant to
detect microlensing events and was observed over a period of 85 days from April 7th to July
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1st of 2016, sensitive to transits with periods of 40 days or less in order to see multiple events.
Observations were of long cadence with a 30-minute sampling rate. In order to maximize the
number of events observed, there was a downlink mid-campaign, splitting the campaign into
two halves, which we call C9a and C9b [8].
Figure 2.1: Locations of the K2 Campaigns. C9 and C13 are boxed in red. (From kepler-
science.arc.nasa.gov)
Because of the heavy reliance on the chance of star alignment, a crowded field is necessary for
a higher probability of observing microlensing events. To maximize the area observed, the C9
data were downlinked as a superstamp, or a contiguous selection of pixels as seen in figure 2.2.
This has a resulting survey area of 3.7 square degrees; this small area was chosen due to data
storage limitations. In this case, the superstamp is made up of approximately 3 million pixels,
each 3.98 arcseconds across. The superstamp is broken up into 1876 sub-apertures, each sized
50×50 pixels. These crowded apertures, however, create a problem extracting photometry with
an average of three stars per pixel and a drifting problem due to the torque of the solar wind
of about 1 pixel per 6 hours [8].
Figure 2.2: Figure from [8]. To the left, the entire K2 C9 FoV in dark blue and the superstamp
outlined in red as selected by Henderson et al. To the right, the superstamp made up of 3.06×106
pixels.
Despite Campaign 9’s primary goal of detecting microlensing events, we also use C9 data to
conduct a transit survey since the crowded fields present a unique opportunity to prepare for
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the large pixels of TESS. Additionally, the probability of detecting a microlensing event is lower
than a transiting event, so it is wise to conduct a transit survey in the same field to maximize
use of the data. The summer of 2017 was spent building tools to assist with the candidate
validation process for Campaign 9. This included the incorporation of certain steps to address
the problems of extracting photometry from the superstamp.
2.2 Preparing for Candidate Validation
In order to prepare for candidate validation, targets must first be selected and triaged to pick
the best candidates for follow-up observations. Then, tools were built to pursue ground-based
observations; this included a transit-predictor, which was used to observe one of the candidates
in using Dr. Mario Motta’s 30“ telescope in Gloucester, MA as a result of prior collaboration
with Andrew Vanderburg and Dr. Motta.
2.2.1 Target Selection
When choosing transit candidates from this campaign, there are many considerations. The
first step is identifying target stars by searching the TESS Input Catalog (TIC). The TIC
was constructed to ensure the success of the upcoming TESS mission just as the Kepler Input
Catalog (KIC) was created for the Kepler mission. Its purpose is to provide a catalog of luminous
objects in the sky that will allow for optimal target star selection, accurate calculations of flux
contamination within the TESS apertures, and accurate calculations of planet parameters. It
is of particular use here because given a radius of interest, it is possible to search the TIC for
all possible contaminants to a star with a transit signal, which can help determine whether a
light curve has transit behavior due to a non-planetary object [34].
We searched the TIC for bright stars with a magnitude brighter than 12 in the V-band for
each subaperture [35]. Choosing bright stars ensured easier follow-up observations. These are
then sent to Andrew Vanderburg, who generated light curves for each star and searched for
transit-like behavior [7]. Once this is done, candidates were triaged for planet candidates and
false positives. Those that exhibited planet-transit-like behavior were sent to Mt. Hopkins for
spectral and photometric follow-up observations to determine accurate transit parameters.
We chose a particular range of magnitudes for Campaign 9 so that when light curves were
generated for a particular star, Andrew Vanderburg’s pipelines did not confuse where the signal
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is coming from. Additionally, the TRES spectrograph on the 1.5m telescope on Mt. Hopkins
in Arizona has a threshold brightness of V = 14.5. The likelihood of a star in a crowded field
having a light curve generated for it and having a magnitude low enough to be observed in
Arizona is higher the brighter the star is. For this reason, stars of magnitude 12 in the Kepler
bandpass or brighter were chosen.
To choose bright stars, I wrote a python script that first found the central RA and Dec and
radius for each of the 1876 C9 Flexible Image Transport System (FITS) subapertures (appendix
A). To do this, I extracted the World Coordinate System (WCS) values from the FITS header.
WCS values define keywords that provide for the description of astronomical coordinate systems.
These define the relationship between the pixels in the image and sky coordinates (e.g. RA and
Dec). They specify how the image’s pixels are mapped onto the sky, in what units this is done,
the angular size of the pixels, and the tangent point of projection. My script then called a
function in astropy, astropy.wcs, so that the WCS coordinates were easily converted to a RA
and DEC for the center of the image [36]. These coordinates are used when querying the TIC
as a means of identifying the stars in the field (appendix B). In order to ensure that all the stars
in the field are found, the radius of the image is calculated, and a five pixel buffer is added.
Querying the TIC with this radius guarantees the stars in the image are found.
My python script was used to find stars in the K2 C9 images. Once these stars were found, a
magnitude cut was made so that only the bright stars (V<12) remained. In order to test the
accuracy of this method, the TIC entries found within the given radius were overplotted on a
sample number of C9 images (figure 2.3). In some cases, the K2 stars and TIC entries did not
align. This can be attributed to the poor astrometric resolution of K2. The discrepancies were
not enough to compromise this method of identifying stars. K2 moves by several pixels in 6
hour periods, and it is difficult to define a more precise WCS transformation than what has
been done.
Finally, my script printed a table with the stars’ ID, RA, Dec, V magnitude, effective tem-
perature, and luminosity class (appendix F). As a result, 1492 stars were tabulated with V
magnitudes in the range 10<V<12 as seen in figure 2.4. A quick survey of their temperatures
from the TIC indicates that this population is mostly comprised of A and K giant type stars
(figure 2.5). We can attribute the lack of G and F stars in the sample to the rarity of yellow
giants in the universe.
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Figure 2.3: On the left, an example of a K2 image from the sub-aperture of the microlensing
superstamp labeled ktwo200070440 with the green and yellow pixels indicating the brighter
stars in the field. On the right, the TIC entries are overplotted on the stars of V magnitude
less than 12 with red dots.
Figure 2.4: A histogram with the magnitude distribution of C9 target star population. These
are mostly stars of V magnitude 10-12.
2.2.2 Triage
The list of C9 candidate stars was given to Andrew Vanderburg who ran them through his
pipelines in order to generate K2 light curves and search for transiting planet candidates [7][37].
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Figure 2.5: A histogram with the temperature distribution of C9 target star and candidate
population. The dashed lines indicate stellar types (from Allen’s Astrophysical Quantities).
The total C9 population is mostly A, F, and K-type stars while the candidates tend to be A
and F-type stars.
This is first done by defining twenty circular aperture masks, each a different radius and centered
on the target star. After finding the median pixel count of the background and subtracting it
from the image, the pixels within the apertures are summed. The photometry is then extracted
and divided by the median background count as a means of normalization. The star’s position
is measured using a center of flux calculation and fitting a Gaussian to the image in order to
find the estimate centroid positions. The raw photometry and centroid positions result in a
jagged lightcurve that can be attributed to the pointing jitter of K2. This is accounted for and
removed in a number of ways including the isolation of short-period variability and removal
of variation due to centroid changes. Finally, Andrew Vanderburg’s pipelines choose the best
aperture based on the scatter in the light curve [7].
Due to overcrowding in the C9 fields, of the 1492 stars given to Dr.Vanderburg, 1100 light curves
were generated; only about 120 light curves showed a significant transit. The remaining 392
stars could not be processed because individual stars could not be distinguished in the field.
With Andrew Vanderburg’s help, I triaged the remaining light curves and formed a list of
potential planetary candidates, eclipsing binary star systems, and junk that was the result of
telescope systematics. The triage process was completed by eye using triage plots generated
by Andrew Vanderburg. It is often the case that eclipsing binaries (EBs) tend to have deep,
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v-shaped curves while potential candidates often have flat or rounded bottoms due to the effects
of limb-darkening and radius [38]. When two similar-sized stars eclipse each other, it takes a
shorter amount of time for the transit depth to reach its maximum unlike a planet-star system.
The depth is also greater. Therefore, when we noticed a v-shaped curve, we attributed this to
an EB system rather than a planet-star system. This is demonstrated in figures 2.6 and 2.7.
Noise resembles neither EBs nor candidates (figure 2.8). After triage, 11 potential candidates
were found. These candidates were mostly A and F-type stars as seen in figure 2.5. Their
ID, coordinates, magnitude, temperature, luminosity class, and spectral information have been
noted in Table 2.1.
Figure 2.6: An example of a planetary candidate. The top panel shows the raw data, and the
bottom panel shows the data with the transit model. There is clear evidence of a transit with
a flat bottom, more indicative of a planet candidate than an eclipsing binary
2.2.3 Preparation for Ground-Based Follow-up
Follow-up observations of these candidates were conducted to rule out false positives. This
includes two kinds of ground-based observations, spectroscopy and photometry. Spectroscopic
follow-up is conducted to measure radial velocities as well as stellar parameters for the 11 C9
candidates using the TRES instrument on 1.5m telescope on Mt. Hopkins at the Fred Lawrence
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Figure 2.7: An example of an eclipsing binary, in this case a nearby eclipsing binary (NEB)
contaminating the target star signal. Here, the final panel has the box-least-squares power
spectrum, which should indicate the most likely orbital period. There is clear evidence of a
v-shaped transit and a large depth. In addition, the many points near the mid-event marker
are also indicative of a NEB as we see that the depth of the transits change with time. This
suggests that the amount of contamination from the nearby eclipsing binary is changing as the
stars gradually shift across the pixels of the aperture from K2’s rolling.
Whipple Observatory. As of now, six of the candidates have been observed. For three of these
candidates, the spectra indicate rapid stellar rotation, so radial velocities cannot be obtained
with good enough precision to detect the orbital motion due to a planetary companion. The
other three of these candidates have spectra and/or photometry indicative of stellar companions
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Figure 2.8: An example of junk. A model is constructed based on a small number of random
sporadic points.
or nearby eclipsing binaries based on composite spectra (TIC406989642) or their v-shaped light
curves (TIC131372627, TIC131098945) (Table 2.1).
In addition to spectral data, we seek to conduct photometric follow-up, also known as on/off
imaging, using Keplercam also located at Whipple Observatory. This is done to determine
whether the target star is the cause of the transit or whether it is due to a nearby eclipsing
binary.
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Table 2.1: Post-Triage C9 Candidate List
ID RA DEC VMag T Eff Luminosity Class Spectra Notes
407274019 271.265068 -28.496588 9.974 7682 DWARF high Vrot
406989642 271.048732 -27.630692 11.051 8603 DWARF double-lined spectrum
407094619 271.165045 -28.370741 10.666 7934 DWARF high Vrot
406571360 271.027593 -27.46693 11.639 9122 DWARF to be taken
137076569 269.742633 -27.696943 11.66 7439 DWARF to be taken
136337576 269.450251 -27.714209 11.932 6714 DWARF to be taken
135485639 269.290809 -28.02494 11.673 6505 DWARF to be taken
135485614 269.292323 -28.026537 10.546 8531 DWARF high Vrot
133367510 268.631575 -28.995901 11.968 6054 DWARF to be taken
131372627 268.184601 -28.797499 11.195 6288 DWARF looks ok but likely EB
131098945 267.982847 -28.74745 11.72 5634 GIANT looks ok but likely EB
While radial velocities can be done anytime during the planet’s orbit, photometric observation
must be done during transit in order to correctly ascertain the transit’s source. For this reason,
I built a transit-predictor for C9 stars in python (appendix C). Using the original time of
transit plus the orbital period of the transit from the K2 light curves, a number of future
transit times can be generated if the period is iterated through multiple times. Given a latitude
and longitude for an observatory, the program will determine whether the transit is visible
from any given observatory at these times. In particular, we check to confirm that a) the sun
is down during the transit, and b) the target is visible at a low enough air mass for a transit
observation. The air mass is determined by its trigonometric relationship to altitude, determined
by the latitude, longitude, and time of observation; the secant of (90 degrees -altitude) is an
approximate measurement of air mass.
My transit-predictor was successfully used to predict the observability for an observation of a
C9 candidate from Gloucester, MA with Dr. Mario Motta and his hand-built 32 inch telescope.
The data was analyzed and appears to be inconclusive due to poor weather during the observing
run.
2.3 C9 Results: Why so Few?
We found relatively few promising planet candidates in our C9 observations. As mentioned in
figure 2.5, the majority of the C9 candidates are K and A stars. This can be attributed to the
effect of having a magnitude-limited sample. The bright stars in the sky tend to be K-type
stars, especially K-giants, which are intrinsically very luminous. In our sample of the K-type
stars, four percent of the K-stars were dwarfs while the rest were K-giants based on the stellar
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classifications from the TIC. Because of K-giants’ evolved state with a larger radius, it is harder
to detect a planet transiting across it because the fraction of light blocked is reduced (equation
1.14). As a result, we see that the candidates we did find were not in this stellar class and
instead were typically found towards F and A-type stars. However, since these types of stars
have a higher effective temperature, radial velocity measurements become increasingly difficult
to measure. For stars above a temperature of about 6200 K, also known as the Kraft Break,
the process of magnetic braking, which slows the rotation of stars, is less efficient, so these stars
typically have faster rotation. Additionally, at high temperatures, the elements present in such
a stellar environment became at least partly ionized so that the spectrum essentially becomes
a continuum. In addition, high rotation rates of such stars create a large rotational broadening
effect that in turn smears out the spectral lines even more [2]. For this reason, about half of
the candidates that had spectra were not suitable for precise radial velocities.
2.4 Campaign 13
Due to the complexity of challenges, validation for C9 candidates would not continue into the
academic year. Improving the pipelines so they can detect small signals from crowded fields is
not an easy task. Campaign 9 will be moving out of our line of sight by fall of 2017, which will
make it extremely difficult to obtain follow-up observations. Instead, this thesis work will focus
on replicating the same methods on the Campaign 13 (C13) field, which albeit less crowded
would still serve as a valuable test for TESS and have a stronger likelihood of producing results.
C13 is located in the constellation of Taurus in the Northern hemisphere and was observed from
March 8th to May 27th of 2017; it was visible when thesis work was conducted (figure 2.1). This
region also includes many prominent star clusters such as part of the Hyades; this will allow us
to pick and choose candidates for validation in the more crowded regions.
Campaign 13 candidates were triaged by Dr. Andrew Vanderburg and sent out for spectroscopic
follow-up. Target stars were not chosen with my script for this campaign due to the lack of
immensely crowded regions. Spectroscopic follow-up were followed with candidate vetting and
on/off photometric observations (see chapters 4 and 5) on suitable candidates using the transit-
predictor and transit-fitter (see chapter 3) built earlier in the summer.
Chapter 3
Transit-Fitting
This chapter discusses the application and results from the transit-fitting tool developed as part
of this work and the statistical methods and python packages (Emcee and BATMAN) it uses
[39][9]. The transit-fitter assists with extracting transit parameters and their uncertainties from
observed light curves. This will play an important role in determining follow-up observation
times and in the implementation of the Validation of Exoplanet Signals using a Probabilistic
Algorithm, or VESPA (see Chapters 5 and 6).
3.1 Fitting
Often in astronomy, we need to fit a model to observational data. If successful, the model allows
us to determine the best fit parameters for the data. Fitting algorithms are an efficient way to
assess how well the model fits the data and can adjust parameters of the model to achieve a
better fit. A better fit is usually quantified as one with smaller residuals, or smaller differences
between the data and the model. The most traditional mode of fitting uses the method of least
squares. Least squares fitting attempts to find the difference between the model parameters the
data that minimizes the sum of squared residuals. This goodness-of-fit quantity is called the













Least squares modeling dates back to the mid-eighteenth century when first developed by Carl
Frederich Gauss. As a result, it has remained a fundamental method of modeling and has been
incorporated into data analysis across many scientific fields. Because of its simple computations,
it is one of the easier types of regression to analyze. Similarly, the uncertainties in the data can
be easily calculated and propagated into the results. This allows for an easy implementation
in using this method for efficiently computationally calculating a best fit for the data. Least
squares modeling has been developed into a number of types of fitting including linear, nonlinear,
and weighted least squares modes.
While powerful, fitting routines like least squares can encounter problematic cases such as pa-
rameter degeneracy and local residual minimums. Because many model parameters are related
to each other, tuning different parameters can have similar effects on a model. This can become
an issue as the fitting algorithm may depress one parameter while raising the others to nonphys-
ical values. The fitting algorithm may also find a local minimum of residuals rather than the
global minimum. As data become more complicated to model and the number of parameters in-
creases, these issues are further exacerbated, and it becomes more difficult and computationally
expensive for methods like least squares regression to find the best fit parameters. However,
methods have been developed to ameliorate these issues such as incorporating different step
sizes that can allow an algorithm to realize it is stuck at a local residual minimum in parameter
space.
The most important disadvantage of with least squares fitting is the assumption that the param-
eters’ uncertainties are Gaussian. In complex probability distributions for the model parameters
describing planetary transits, we know this is not true. For example, suppose we find that a
planet’s best fit inclination was 90 degrees. To calculate the uncertainties, least squares fitting
would assume there was a Gaussian function centered around 90 degrees. This is physically
impossible since a planetary orbit’s maximum inclination is 90 degrees. Least squares makes
this assumption because its primary objective is finding the best fit parameters, but this is
not enough when considering complex distributions. The Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling
method based in Bayesian statistics has a way to account for such issues; hence its recent rise
in popularity.
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3.2 Markov Chain Monte Carlo Sampling
In recent years, probabilistic data analysis procedures through Bayesian inference such as
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling have transformed statistical techniques in as-
tronomical research [39]. Unlike least squares fitting, the MCMC method is not only driven
by finding the best fit parameters but also determining accurate uncertainties rather than as-
suming they are Gaussian. Instead of moving straight toward the best fit parameters, MCMC
sampling explores around these ideal parameters (explained in more detail below) as a means
of calculating uncertainties. In this exploration, the algorithm determines which values around
the best fit position in parameter space are compatible with the measured data set.
The MCMC method of fitting relies on the Monte Carlo process of sampling and providing
approximations to the posterior probability density function (PDF) for a parameter space with
many dimensions. The PDF is defined as the probability distribution of an unknown quantity
after taking into account any relevant background prior to the data analysis. In order to
determine this distribution, we must define prior and likelihood functions. The prior distribution
function places known constraints on the parameters we are interested in, which will prevent
the issues that come with parameter degeneracy as discussed above. The likelihood function
represents how plausible a parameter value is given perhaps the location of the object or the other
parameters relative to the parameter of interest. For this reason, the PDF of the parameters of




where 1Z represents a normalization constant, p(Θ,α) is the prior, and p(D|Θ,α) represents
the likelihood function. These quantities are represented as functions of a vector, Θ, the pa-
rameters of interest, and α, the nuisance parameters, given the set of observations, D. Nuisance
parameters are defined as parameters required for the model but are otherwise of little interest.
One common example of a nuisance parameter is σ2, or the variance squared, of a distribution;
most of the time, we are more interested in µ, the mean value of the distribution.
The MCMC method begins with an initial guess for each parameter, all stored in Θ; this defines
the initial PDF. From here, a group of walkers, or individual probes of parameter space, take
small steps away from this initial point in parameter space to find the best fit parameters for the
model to match the data. This process of walkers moving around parameter space after every
iteration of the fitting program is why we describe the method as involving Markov chains, which
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are “chains” of weights in a biased random walk through parameter space. In the present study,
we use the affine-invariant sampling method of fitting because it can handle a large number of
parameters.
3.2.1 Affine-Invariant Sampling Algorithm
The affine-invariant sampling algorithm can be outlined as follows. Each time the walkers take
a step in parameter space, they calculate the likelihood function ratio. This is the ratio of
the probability of the model having a better fit to the data given these new parameter values
(or new position in parameter space) versus the model’s probability with the previous values.
This ratio is calculated using chi-squared tests and is often expressed as a ratio of Gaussian
functions, e
−χ2
2 (recall that chi-squared function calculates the magnitude of the residuals). If
the likelihood ratio is greater than a certain threshold, this indicates the new position matches
the data better. As a result, the walkers will move to the new position; the more walkers that
step to that position, the more likely it is for that parameter to be correct. After the process
has been repeated many times, the more often walkers visited a given position, the more likely
it is for that parameter to be the true value. If the ratio does not meet this threshold, then the
walkers still move to the new (yet slightly worse) location with some probability. As discussed
below, this latter process is what allows the MCMC method to calculate the uncertainties.
Naturally, the more steps the walkers take the better chance they have of finding the best fit.
With enough steps, the walkers will cluster around and converge to the best fit parameters.
From the results of this fitting algorithm, we can plot histograms of the walkers’ positions
(the parameter values each walker has settled on) and find the best fit value. The width of
the histogram represents the uncertainty of the parameter represented. This width is visually
understood as the uncertainty of the walkers best-fit parameter values. Essentially, these his-
tograms show us what values of the parameters fit within the uncertainties. It is important to
note that the beginning values are often the most inaccurate and are usually discarded when
performing data analysis; determining these early values is colloquially known as the “burn-in”
phase of MCMC sampling.
To further prevent the problem of parameter degeneracy, in addition to applying strict con-
straints in the prior, affine-invariant sampling links together the positions of two random walkers
across parameter space: in particular, the walkers can only travel along the straight path be-
tween the two walkers, in this way connecting one walker’s sampling to the other. The position
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for each walker is selected from a proposal distribution connecting that walkers current position
to that of another randomly selected walker. We define the relationship between walkers as




and y2 = x1 + x2, where  is a proportionality constant.
Affine-invariant sampling is highly useful in situations where there are several parameters be-
cause this method prevents walkers from traveling too far from the initial guesses into far away
and unreasonable areas of parameter space. In turn, walkers can take more measured steps that
lead to faster converging times
3.2.2 Example: Fitting a Line to Data
In order to visualize the procedure described above, we demonstrate a conceptual example of
the implementation of the affine-invariant sampling algorithm by fitting a line to some data.
Here, the probabilistic threshold we use is 1. In this example, we use four walkers to explore a
two-dimensional parameter space, where the parameters are slope and y-intercept.
Suppose we have data that has had random Gaussian noise added to y-values of a number of
points uniformly sampled from a line which has a slope, m, of -1.51 and y-intercept, b, of 7.1
(figure 3.1). If we begin with an initial guess of m = -1 and b = 6.5 (figure 3.1), then the walkers
will start from this position in parameter space. Eventually the walkers will converge upon the
best fit values through a biased random walk through parameter space.
In the case that a walker moves away from the best fit parameter space (as is the case with
one walker at step 48 for the parameter b in figure 3.2), we expect the chi-squared value to
be higher than that of the prior position, so the likelihood ratio will be less than 1. We see




2 . As a result, the walker will randomly choose
whether or not to move to this location with some probability proportional to the likelihood
function ratio. Now suppose the walker moves to a position where the parameters are a better
fit to the data. Because the chi-squared value is less at this position compared to the previous
chi-squared value, the likelihood function will be greater than 1. Therefore, the walkers move
to this position with 100 percent certainty.
Using 4 walkers and 400 steps, the walkers positions can be traced in figure 3.2. Initially, they
are uniformly distributed around the initial guess parameters. We see over time, with more and
more steps, the walker choose positions that converge towards the best fit parameters.
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Figure 3.1: Synthetic data with true model in blue, initial guess in red, and MCMC result in
magenta. Recall true values are m of -1.51, y-intercept of 7.1; initial guesses are m of -1 and b
of 6.5.
The spread in this convergence informs the uncertainties for each parameter as seen in the width
of the resulting histograms in the corner plot (figure 3.3). When presenting these results, we
exclude the first third of the walkers’ steps, or the “burn-in” phase, to remove any influence of
the starting distribution. In this simple case with well-constrained parameters, the distributions
appear semi-Gaussian. From these results, we choose the median value and uncertainties based
on the 16th, 50th, and 84th percentiles of the samples, which effectively constitutes the median
with 1σ errors. For this exercise, using Emcee, this corresponded to m = -1.52±0.16 and b
= 7.2±0.1, which are within two percent of the true values (figure 3.1). With more steps and
more walkers, these would have converged to the best-fit values that will allow for a better
interpretation of the data. In order obtain a more precise estimate of the true values, better or
more data is needed.
3.3 Emcee
Emcee, a python package written by Daniel Foreman-Mackey, is an implementation of an
adapted version of the affine-invariant sampling algorithm A few changes have been made to
increase efficiency [39]. Another important change is the use of the logarithm of the PDF, prior,
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Figure 3.2: Walkers’ paths for linear parameters m (top panel) and b (bottom panel) through
parameter space at each step in the fitting routine. Red lines indicate the true values. Grey
boxes indicate the spread of the walkers around best fit parameters.
and likelihood functions rather than the functions themselves. This forces all of the functions
to always be positive.
Once initial guesses are stored within the Θ vector and a model is provided, we can begin to set
up the functions needed to run Emcee. We first define the log prior, lp, and the log likelihood
function (llike) to build the log PDF (lprob). As discussed earlier, the prior function defines
any physical constraints that can be placed on parameters. The likelihood function can then
be defined as a function of Θ, the parameters of interest, the model, and the axes of the data
we are modeling and their respective errors (time and flux). Because the likelihood function
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Figure 3.3: Corner plot showing the one-dimensional and two-dimensional posterior distribu-
tions for the MCMC run with burn-in excluded.
depends on χ2 values, we define the residuals, or the difference between the data and model,









where llike is the log likelihood and σ is the error.
Once these two functions are set up, the log probability, lprob is defined simply as the sum of
the log prior, lprior and log likelihood:
lprob(Θ,m, t, F, σ) = lp(Θ) + llike(Θ,m, t, F, σ), (3.4)
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where m equals model, t equals time, and F equals flux.
After this initial setup of the PDF is complete, we can begin setting up the walkers and their
paths. We can choose any number of walkers (Foreman-Mackey chooses 300) to travel in n-
dimensions, where n is the number of parameters being fitted. Then, we can define the initial
position of the walkers. To obtain the best results as determined by a number of tests by
Foreman-Mackey, the walkers are initialized in a tiny Gaussian ball around the initial-guess
parameters. Once the walker initialization is complete, we can run the command, sampler.run,
given the initial position (this Gaussian ball) and number of steps we want the walkers to take;
this starts the fitting algorithm.
Once the algorithm is complete, we can define the samples for a certain range of the total sample
number to eliminate the burn-in, or poor guesses, from the data analysis. In order to interpret
the results of the algorithm, Foreman-Mackey built a module called cornerplot.py to display 1D
and 2D projections of the PDFs for each parameter. The 1D projection represents the histogram
of the walkers’ locations that determines what best fit parameters they converged upon. The
2D projections represent the covariance between parameter pairs. The corner plot structure is
set up so we can see the marginalized distribution for each independent parameter along the
diagonal and the marginalized two dimensional distributions in the other plots as seen in figure
3.6. Once these plots were generated, we extracted best fit parameters and their uncertainties.
3.4 BATMAN
In the current work, we are fitting model transits to light curve data. For our transit model, we
choose the BAsic Transit Model cAlculatioN (BATMAN) package in Python, created by Laura
Kreidberg. It allows for efficient computation of transit light curves for any radially symmetric
limb darkening law. In order to optimize performance, BATMAN uses C-extensions. This model
requires a number of input parameters including time of first transit in the photometric series,
orbital period, planet radius, semi-major axis, orbital inclination, orbital eccentricity, longitude
of periastron, and limb-darkening type. Initially, we set eccentricity to 0 and longitude to 90
degrees.
One important feature of BATMAN has is supersampling. For the long exposure times of K2
data, we can calculate the average value of the light curve over a single exposure. With the
input of a supersample factor of n and exposure time, supersampling will return the average
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value of the light curve calculated from n evenly-spaced samples over the duration of the noted
exposure time. For K2 data, we chose a super sample factor of 30 for the 30-minute exposure
times.
This algorithm relies on fundamental notion of the transit method, calculating the fraction of
flux blocked by a transiting planet, δ. In order to calculate this, we must integrate the intensity





This becomes computationally taxing to evaluate when hoping to achieve precision of one part
per million (ppm) or better. To achieve this kind of accuracy, the differential area elements
must be incredibly small of order 10−6. However, if we assume the stellar intensity profile is
radially symmetric, this calculation is no longer a 2D integration but is reduced to 1D. δ can
now be calculated as
δ =
∑
I(x)dA(x, rp, d), (3.6)
where x is the normalized radial coordinate, I(x) is the 1D stellar intensity profile, rp is the
planetary radius, d is the separation of centers between the star and planet, and dA(x, rp, d)
is the area of intersection between the star and planet. Note this is a simplified version of the
actual calculation used in BATMAN [9]. This cuts down on integration time since the only
error introduced is approximating the stellar intensity as constant over the differential area
element, dA. Integration time is further optimized by using a nonuniform step size. Due to
limb darkening, stellar intensity profiles have larger gradients at the limbs; therefore, smaller
steps are only required at larger x values to achieve fairly good accuracy. These refinements to
increase efficiency are highly effective as BATMAN can calculate one million models for a 100
data-point transit light curve in just 30 seconds [9].
3.5 Transit-Fitting Tool Compiling and Testing
With these two python tools in hand, I built a transit-fitting tool that could be used for future
observations and the implementation of VESPA (Appendix D). From Dr. Vanderburg’s light
curves, we are able to suggest initial guesses for the following parameters: period, p, time
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Figure 3.4: Schematic of integration scheme. The star is centered at (0,0). The planet is
separated from the stellar center by distance d. The star is divided into concentric circles, or
area elements to calculate the integral over the planet disk. A single integration element is
shaded in orange. Reproduced from [9].
of original transit,t0, transit duration, td, impact parameter (as discussed in Chapter 1), b,
quadratic limb-darkening coefficients, u1 and u2, and planet radius, rp. BATMAN requires all
of these inputs as well as semi-major axis and inclination. Using the impact parameter, we can
calculate the semi-major axis, a using equation 1.15 [5]. We can solve for the inclination of the
system using
i = arccos (b/a). (3.7)
Once the necessary parameters are read in, we can initialize an initial-guess model that we can
overplot on the raw data to see how closely the initial guesses match the data (figure 3.5). If the
overplotting proves satisfactory, these initial guesses for the parameters we wish to find values
for are saved into the Θ function. The parameters of interest for this research are planet radius,
original time of transit, limb-darkening coefficients, period, semi-major axis, and inclination
(table 3.1). For the example shown in this section, however, we demonstrate the results for
fitting only planet radius, original time of transit, and limb-darkening.
Now we can define the prior and likelihood functions, and the PDF. In the prior function, we
can place constraints on parameters such as time of transit, planet radius, and limb-darkening
coefficients. Based on the K2 campaign observing dates, we know the range of plausible Julian
dates for time of transit. Because planet radius is expressed in stellar radii, this value should
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Table 3.1: Table of parameters to be fitted. The domains for any uniform prior functions
used for these parameters are listed here.
Parameter (units) Symbols Priors
Planet Radius (stellar radii) rp 0 <rp <1
Time of Original Transit (Julian date) t0 2000 <t0 <3000
Orbital Period (days) p none
Semi-major Axis (stellar radii) a none






Figure 3.5: Simulated light curve with initial-guess model overplotted.
never exceed 1. Similarly, by convention, limb-darkening coefficients tend to be between -1 and
1.
To begin sampling, we chose 50 walkers rather than 300 to cut down on computing time, but we
let the walkers take about 10000 steps to ensure they converged upon a value. Once the sampling
was completed, we displayed the corner plot to check if the sampler was able to converge to a
set of values (figure 3.6). If not, we also plot a diagnostic plot of each parameter to see if they
diverge anywhere. If this is the case, we can apply more rigorous constraints in the prior if
needed to prevent this problem and run the sampler once again. Once we have a set of best fit
values and uncertainties, we can create a new BATMAN model with these values and overplot
on the raw data once again to check the goodness of fit (figure 3.7).
I first tested my transit-fitting tool on simulated data. I created a simulated light curve with
some noise using BATMAN (figure 3.5). I then created an initial-guess model with initial guesses
slightly offset from the true parameter values (figure 3.5). Rather than trying to fit all of the
parameters described above, I initially chose to fit were radius, a limb darkening coefficient, and
period, and while we still chose to have 50 walkers, we have them only take 3000 steps (versus
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Figure 3.6: Example of a corner plot for simulated data. Along the diagonal, we see the
walkers converged upon values for each parameter based on peaks in the histograms. In the left
hand corner, we see the covariance between each parameter pair as represented by a color-coded
contour plot plotted over the scatter of the walker’s positions. The black at the center of the
subplots is the most likely region of parameter space.
the normal 100000). This was to quickly and efficiently test if the fitter was successful. The
sampler took about 5 minutes to run and generated the corner plot in figure 3.6. Once the
parameters and uncertainties were extracted, we can compare the model to the data (table 3.2).
The resulting fit is shown in figure 3.7.
Once this simulated data was fit successfully, I tested my tool on a K2 candidate’s light curve
(EPIC 210775710) with deep transits and a long period to see if any troubleshooting needed to
be done to fix the software. Burn-in was adjusted based on the number of steps taken for the
particular MCMC run. We include a measurement of error for the fitting algorithm. Error in
the flux values was calculated by finding the difference between the points before and after the
point of interest and taking the median across all of the data.
This code has now been rewritten so it can run on a number of light curves and will be imple-
mented on a handful of C13 candidates in crowded fields. Moreover, the transit time uncertain-
ties can be used for ground-based seeing-limited follow-up and other parameter uncertainties
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Figure 3.7: Simulated Data with Emcee Fit.
Table 3.2: Table of Simulated Data Values vs. MCMC
Data Initial Guess MCMC Value
rp = 0.1 0.11 0.099±0.005
u = 0.3 0.27 0.303±0.004
t0 = 0 0.001 0.0000016±0.00099
for implementing and evaluating VESPA.
3.6 C13 Light Curve Fit Results
Here we include the results from fitting 6 C13 candidates, chosen to be targets for seeing-limited
on/off imaging (discussed in the following chapter); this technique will help identify false positive
scenarios. Recall the parameters being fitted are planet radius, rp, original time of transit, t0,
limb-darkening coefficients (assuming a quadratic limb-darkening pattern), u1 and u2, period,













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 3.8: Corner plot for C13 candidate EP246825406.
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Figure 3.9: Emcee fit for duration of K2 observations. C13 candidate EP246825406. The raw
data shows extreme variation in flux around time 3040-3050, probably due to an instrumental
systematic.
Figure 3.10: Emcee fit for phase-folded transit (in days). C13 candidate EP246825406.
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Figure 3.11: Corner plot for C13 candidate EP246686657.
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Figure 3.12: Emcee fit for duration of K2 observations. C13 candidate EP246686657. There
appears to be a transit missing at time 3030 most likely due to a gap in the data.
Figure 3.13: Emcee fit for phase-folded transit (in days). C13 candidate EP246686657.
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Figure 3.14: Corner plot for C13 candidate EP246787971.
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Figure 3.15: Emcee fit for duration of K2 observations. C13 candidate EP246787971.
Figure 3.16: Emcee fit for phase-folded transit (in days). C13 candidate EP246787971.
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Figure 3.17: Corner plot for C13 candidate EP247383003.
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Figure 3.18: Emcee fit for duration of K2 observations. C13 candidate EP247383003.
Figure 3.19: Emcee fit for phase-folded transit (in days). C13 candidate EP247383003.
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Figure 3.20: Corner plot for C13 candidate EP210875208.
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Figure 3.21: Emcee fit for duration of K2 observations. C13 candidate EP210875208.
Figure 3.22: Emcee fit for phase-folded transit (in days). C13 candidate EP210875208.
57
Figure 3.23: Corner plot for C13 candidate EP246865365.
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Figure 3.24: Emcee fit for duration of K2 observations. C13 candidate EP246865365.





This chapter discusses the technique of seeing-limited on/off imaging, used to eliminate false
positives (FPs) through the identification of the transit signal sources. This proves extremely
useful for candidate validation in crowded fields and will be valuable when following-up TESS
candidates due to TESS’s large pixel sizes. After discussion of the technique, we outline the
method used to perform on/off imaging on five K2 C13 candidates.
4.1 Overview
Here we present an overview of the seeing-limited on/off imaging technique. We discuss the
problem on/of imaging attempts to solve, how the technique works, its advantages, and the
technical considerations and calculations relevant to addressing false positives.
4.1.1 Problem
With focus-limited space telescope missions such as K2 and soon TESS, there is a loss of spatial
resolution leading to crowded apertures. When performing photometry with the data from these
missions, many stellar blends are encountered, which is exacerbated in the case of star-crowded
fields. When performing photometry in crowded fields such as K2’s Campaign 13, multiple stars
may be in one aperture (figure 1.13). If a transit is detected within this aperture, determining
the source of this signal becomes a problem since there are multiple stars that could be the
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Figure 4.1: From left to right: grazing EB system with the star in blue slightly overlapping the
target in yellow; bound hierarchical EB with an EB system contaminating the target; and two
stars in accidental alignment appearing as a background EB (in orange and blue) contaminating
the target
source. While it could be the target star that harbors the transit signal, it could also be one of
the other neighboring stars in the aperture whose variation is contaminating the target star’s
signal.
For transiting exoplanets, false positive signals are mainly caused by eclipsing binary (EB) star
systems [40]. These can create a transit-like signal in a number of ways (figure 4.1).
1. The system itself could be an eclipsing binary system, in which one of the stars only slightly
overlaps the other at each eclipse, simulating a small transit. This is called a grazing EB and can
be easily ruled out using radial velocity measurements due to the fact that the largest planets
produce RV signals on the order of m/s while brown dwarfs and other substellar masses produce
signals of at least 1 km/s [2].
2. The target star’s signal is contaminated by an eclipsing binary physically associated with
the target; this system is called a bound hierarchical eclipsing binary (HEB). The sum of the
varying HEB flux and the target star flux results in a small transit signal that resembles a
planet.
3. The target star’s signal is contaminated by eclipsing binaries in the background or foreground
that happen to be aligned and appear to be eclipsing. They are not actually in the same system
as the target star; this is called a background EB.
To rule out such scenarios, follow-up observations are imperative, especially those methods that
use high spatial resolution to identify sources of variation that are not the target star.
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4.1.2 Technique
One such technique is ground-based seeing-limited imaging. Seeing-limited photometry is a
powerful tool because seeing-limited, ground-based telescopes tend to have higher angular res-
olution than focus-limited telescopes such as Kepler [41]. For this reason, while ground-based
telescopes have to battle atmospheric aberrations, such telescopes are able to resolve the target
and its neighbors, unlike K2 [41]. This can help eliminate contaminating sources causing false
positive scenarios usually due to cases 2 and 3; these two kinds of systems are often referred to
as nearby eclipsing binaries (NEBs). If a blend is suspected based on the initial photometric
results from Kepler and TESS, we can use ground-based telescopes to move to the same field of
view during the predicted transit time to see if we can identify the source of the transit signal
with the better spatial resolution.
Angular resolution is best determined by the average full width at half maximum (FWHM)
of the point spread function (PSF) of a stellar profile. A PSF describes the response of an
imaging system to a point source (in this case, distant stars). For telescopes such as K2, with
a wide field of view, it is important to strike a fine balance between the ideal PSF and the
field area on the sky and therefore the number of stars. A very narrow PSF will increase
sensitivity to image motion and limit the ability to measure accurate centroids. A broad PSF
will include additional background flux and noise, reducing the signal-to-noise ratio of the source
[42]. Kepler’s average FWHM is 5.3′′ [43]. This is greater than ground-based telescopes which
can have average FWHMs of 4′′ in areas with poorer seeing, such as Wellesley College’s Sawyer
24” Telescope and of course telescopes in Chile that can have FWHMs as good as 0.3′′. We
can express the probability of detecting a contaminating source using higher angular resolution
observations, Pdetc with the following expression:
Pdetc = 1− Apsf,hi
Apsf,lo
, (4.1)
where Apsf,hi and Apsf,lo are the areas of the PSF in the high and low resolution imaging,
respectively. The area of the PSF can be determined by the FWHM of the instrument if we











These equations are based on the assumption that the contaminant has no relation to the target,
and their relative positions are random. The instrument we used for seeing-limited imaging,
KeplerCam (discussed later), has an FWHMhi of about 1.6









, the probability that KeplerCam will detect the contaminating source is
about 90 percent.
Because this technique has the ability to detect transit signal contaminants, seeing-limited
imaging results can be categorized into three main conclusions with some assumptions made
[41].
Case 1: Verifying the positive case. If the transit depth is large enough, and it is indeed coming
from the target, we may be able to reproduce the discovery signal. Unfortunately, in most cases,
space telescopes often have much higher photometric precision that can pick up low amplitude
signals that are almost impossible to reproduce from the ground. It is important to note that
verifying the positive case assumes that the instrument being used is able to resolve all possible
stellar blends. Otherwise, while the discovery signal was reproduced, identifying the target
as the source of the signal may be excluding the case of a bound hierarchical triple and the
separation of the stars is too small to resolve.
Case 2: Verifying the negative case. Here, we tentatively identify a neighboring star with
significant variation (normally a NEB) that was contaminating the target star’s signal. In the
next section, we detail the calculations to determine the amount of variation in a NEB needed
to successfully contaminate the signal from the target star.
Case 3: Falsifying the negative case. Here, neither the target nor the neighboring stars show
any variation. From here, we can infer that the target star harbors the signal, and the signal
is too small to detect from the ground. However, this must be sent for follow-up observations
to confirm this is the case and to rule out other FP scenarios. This case assumes that the
photometric ephemeris, original time of transit, is accurate enough to guarantee correct future
transit times. If this is not the case, then case 3 could also be the result of missing the transit
entirely.
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These cases can be described using with a number of equations from Deeg et al 2014 to determine
how much a neighboring star must vary to successfully contaminate the target star [41].
4.1.3 Estimating the Magnitude Difference Threshold for Contamination
If the discovery instrument reports a transit signal of (∆F/F )s. The flux, Fs, can be expressed








Here, the k-values are the confusion factors, or what fraction of light from these sources enter
the aperture used for data analysis.








If we assume the flux from the target occupies more of the photometric aperture than the flux
from the contaminants, or
∑
kiFi  Ft, then we can approximate the right side of equation
4.5 as (∆F/F )t. We make this assumption because when performing photometry, apertures are
chosen to isolate the target star’s flux from flux of other neighboring stars.








With this equation, we can make a number of assumptions. We have already made one when
expressing Fi as Fc by assuming that a single star system, c, is the source of variation. This
equation is then simplified further with the same assumption made earlier where
∑
kiFi  Ft.
We can also simplify the k terms. In most cases, the confusion factor for the target, kt, is 1




(∆F/F )s , (4.7)
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where the variation in Fc is expressed as (∆F/F )c and can be converted into magnitudes using
the equation
m = −2.5 log(f). (4.8)
In turn, equation 4.7 becomes






where mdiff represents the magnitude difference between the target and contaminant, mt −
mc. It is important to note that in most cases we do not know the confusion factor for the
contaminant, kc. In order to get the maximum threshold for how much the contaminant is
affecting the transit signal, it is best to overestimate and assume all of the light from the
contaminant is within the aperture as well. In such cases, kc can be approximated to 1. In
order to avoid separate equations for the cases of known or unknown kc, if the confusion factor
is known, then inequalities with ≥ or ≤ should be replaced by ≈; currently, the equations are
expressed with the assumption that the confusion factor is unknown.
From equation 4.9, we can see that in order to keep the inside of the logarithmic term positive,
mdiff must be expressed as the following:







indicating that any contaminating star needs to generate a flux that at least corresponds to
the observed flux variation. However, a star with this minimum brightness would need to turn
its flux completely on and off in order to generate the observed (∆F/F )s. This result is based
on setting ∆Fc = Fc, the maximum possible variation, in equation 4.7 and then converting to
magnitudes [41]. For all of the candidates chosen for seeing-limited imaging, the mdiff between
the target and neighboring stars is within the threshold as calculated by equation 4.10 (table
4.1).
The issues of stellar blending and contamination are increase in the case of crowded fields.





















































































































































































































































































































































Therefore, evaluating various methods of high spatial resolution follow-up imaging will be ex-
tremely important. In this current work, I have adopted and evaluated a type of seeing-limited
imaging named on/off imaging.
Seeing-limited on/off imaging (often referred to as on/off imaging) is a follow-up observational
technique in which the target star and its neighboring stars are examined to determine the
source of the transit signal thereby eliminating false positive signals. Here, we examine the
target using a ground-based telescope at the predicted transit time to attempt to identify the
source of the transit. We call this “on/off” imaging because it only requires partial observations
when the target is on transit and partial observations when the target is off transit. As a
result, rather than dedicating an entire night to observing a single candidate’s full transit, we
have the opportunity to observe multiple targets using this technique. This could substantially
streamline the follow-up process. This method of partial observations is sufficient because if
a varying neighboring star is contaminating the signal, this signal should be strong enough to
observe from the ground [41].
4.2 Implementation
In the implementation of on/off imaging, the following steps were taken: vetting the candidates
suitable to practice on/off imaging, using the transit calculator to determine future transit
times, observing the selected candidates using KeplerCam, and finally analyzing the results
using AstroimageJ.
4.2.1 Preparing for On/Off Observations: Choosing Candidates
In preparing for on/off observations, several threshold crossing events (TCEs) needed to be
selected or vetted for follow-up. As discussed in chapter 2, after Dr.Vanderburg performs a
transit search, the results are triaged to form a list of TCEs. Once completed, a second round
of inspection, or vetting, is done. Using Dr. Vanderburg’s diagnostic vetting plots (figures 4.2,
4.3), we can look for any signs of false positive behavior in 3 main ways.
1. The TCE in-transit times are compared against the spacecraft’s pointing. This is done
because many false positives are often composed of data points near the edges of the spacecraft’s
rolls, where the data reduction method is not as well constrained.
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Table 4.2: Table of candidates chosen for on/off imaging.
Candidate Name Type Observed?
EPIC 210875208 likely FP y
EPIC 246787971 likely FP y
EPIC 246825406 likely FP y
EPIC 246686657 likely FP n
EPIC 247383003 multiple stars in aperture y
EPIC 246865365 multiple stars in aperture y
2. Each individual transit is examined to ascertain transit-like behavior. False positives due to
telescope systematics will often stray from the typical transit shapes we expect to see.
3. The TCE transit depths are compared to the various user-defined aperture sizes used for
the photometry. If the depth gets larger with a larger aperture size, this is usually indicative
of a false positive. As the aperture size increases, more and more flux is encompassed from
neighboring stars, which could be one of the sources of variation.
In the process of conventional candidate validation, these three steps would be used to eliminate
obvious signs of false positives. For this thesis research, however, we use a slightly modified
vetting process due to our specific interest in crowded fields. Using only a portion of the second
page of Dr. Vanderburg’s diagnostic plots, we pick two kinds of TCEs to analyze further.
1.We choose specific TCEs that have neighboring stars within the aperture (e.g. figure 4.4). In
this way, we can attempt on/off imaging to determine which of the stars within the aperture is
the source of the transit signal.
2. We choose TCEs whose depths vary with aperture size as discussed above (e.g. figure 4.5).
While this is usually indicative of a false positive signal, we can test that on/off imaging can
successfully find the contaminant in such scenarios. This will be important to prove especially for
future TESS follow-up work, where TESS’s large pixels will not permit this kind of independent
assesment.
Of the 152 TCEs vetted, we settled on a sample size of six candidates which belong to one of
the two categories previously mentioned. Of these six, two had at least two stars within the
aperture, and the other four appeared to be false positives we could confirm using the variable-
aperture test. Of these six, we were able to get on/off and/or full-transit observations for five of
the candidates (table 4.2). Transit times were calculated using the transit calculator (appendix
C).
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Figure 4.2: Page 1 of example diagnostic plot for EPIC 246865365. Left top and second
rows: K2 light curves without and with frequency variation removed. In the second row, best-
fit transit models are also indicated. The vertical dotted lines indicate regions into which the
light curve was separated to correct for the roll of the spacecraft. Left third and last rows:
phase-folded light curves. Middle top and second rows: arclength of centroid position of star
versus brightness, after and before roll systematics correction. Red points indicate data, and
the orange points indicate the roll systematic corrections made to the data. Middle third row
right and left panels: separate plotting and modeling of odd and even transits. Middle last row:
light curve data near expected secondary eclipse time. Right three rows: individual transits.
4.2.2 KeplerCam Observations
On/off observations were conducted using KeplerCam on the 1.2m telescope at the Fred Lawrence
Whipple Observatory on Mount Hopkins, Arizona. This wide-field CCD camera was constructed
with the primary objective of providing multi-band photometry for the targets in the Kepler
Input Catalog (KIC), used for the original Kepler mission in 2008. KeplerCam has a field
spanning 23.1 arcmins with a resolution of 0.336 arcsec per pixel [44]. This telescope is entirely
robotic and only requires programming before the observing run. After the targets are entered
into a catalog, the catalog is loaded into a queue of targets. Before the start of the observing
run, we load the targets into this observing queue and set the desired observing times for target
observations; this in turn dictates the observing plan for the night.
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Figure 4.3: Page 2 of example diagnostic plot for EPIC 246865365. Left three rows: images
from the first Digital Sky Survey, second Digital Sky Survey, and K2. The red outline indicates
the shape of the aperture chosen for photometry. The green circle indicates the target star.
Middle top row: Uncorrected brightness versus arclength for which roll systematic correction
was applied. Middle last row: variations in the centroid position of the K2 image. Red dots
indicate data. Right top row: candidate light curve near transit as calculated using three
different sized apertures. Right bottom row: aperture sizes outlined onto K2 image.
For each candidate, we chose to observe the target at increments out of transit, in-transit, and
back out of transit, each for at least 20 minutes. Exposures were taken in the i-filter. Exposure
times varied based on the target’s magnitude and were chosen to optimize signal to noise without
saturating the camera (table 4.3). The camera saturates at 65,000 counts and so exposure times
were chosen based on when we reached 20,000-30,000 counts . We verified our on/off results
by also obtaining full-transit observations for each candidate. Later, we performed photometry
on the target star, any neighboring stars, and their respective comparison stars in these data.



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 4.4: Portion of the diagnostic plot used for choosing on/off candidates (EPIC
246865365). Here we see multiple stars within the aperture.
4.2.3 KeplerCam Analysis
Images were analyzed using AstroImageJ [45]. Developed by Karen Collins, AstroImageJ (AIJ)
is a software package adapted for image processing in astronomy, which provides astronomy-
specific image display and tools for data reduction and analysis. AIJ has the ability to perform
differential photometry. This becomes particularly useful for detrending, fitting, and plotting
for ultra-precise light curves. For this reason, it is often used for ground-based exoplanet transit
science.
The process of data analysis began with standard calibration procedures. This included stitching
images, bias subtraction, and flat-field correction. Since KeplerCam is a single-chip CCD read
out by 4 amps, the data are presented in four sections that are later stitched together with an
IDL script. Standard IDL routines were also used to calibrate the images [46].
Next we performed differential photometry, an aperture size was determined from measuring the
FWHM for the target star. The apertures used in differential photometry are made up of three
circular rings; the inner aperture, the gap aperture, and the outer aperture. The inner aperture
measures the star’s flux. In the case of flux bleeding out or contamination, the gap aperture can
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Figure 4.5: Portion of the diagnostic plot used for choosing on/off candidates (EPIC
246787971). Here we see the transit depth varying with aperture size, normally indicative
of a false positive.
record how much flux is bleeding out from the inner aperture. The outer aperture determines
the number of background counts and will be used to correct the inner aperture flux over the
time series. Once this aperture size is defined, we can begin placing apertures on the stars of
interest. This includes the target star and any neighboring stars we suspect could contaminate
the signal from the target. After this, we can begin choosing a few comparison stars for the
target and neighboring stars chosen previously; these should be similar in magnitude.
Once all of the apertures are placed, AIJ can step through each image and record the fluxes for
each of these stars. AIJ extracts the total number of counts for the apertures in each image,
and information such as the stars’ counts (as a proxy for flux), sky counts, airmass, exposure
time, and Julian Date (JD) are saved into a measurements table. The flux and JD are then
used to generate a light curve (figure 5.5). Using the mid-transit time and predicted duration
of the transit, we can indicate the ingress and egress of the transit in the plots by dividing the
transit duration in half and adding and subtracting that time from the mid-transit time. Once
this is done, we can use one of AIJ’s features for plotting data and detrend the data for airmass
outside of ingress and egress. This is done to eliminate any dependence on airmass changes
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through the night. We chose not to detrend during the transit because these data are highly
sensitive to any data manipulation such as detrending, and we are looking for any small changes




Here, we present the on/off imaging data followed by the full transit data. For the on/off imaging
light curves, we display the raw data from the target star (T1), and then a detrended light
curve. These are followed by any neighboring stars (labeled as C# stars) and then subsequent
comparison stars for the target and its neighbors. The full transit data is presented in a
similar way, although follows the same scheme; however, I do not present the raw data without
detrending since there is not a significant difference between the non-detrended and detrended
data. At times, a few of the comparison stars are not displayed to avoid clutter. We organize
the results into the three cases described in the previous chapter: i) verifying the positive case:
target was confirmed as the transit source; ii) verifying the negative case: NEB confirmed as
the varying source/contaminant; and iii) falsifying the negative case: no variation, suggesting
the target is the source.
5.1 Case 1: Target as Source
EPIC 246865365 (5365) was arguably the most intrinsically interesting candidate to validate
as a Saturn-sized planet, located in NGC 1817, an open cluster, orbiting a late F-type star
every 3 days [47]. Massive planets with short orbital periods (so-called Hot Jupiters) are one
of the most interesting class of planets since little is known about their formation mechanisms.
Moreover, planets found in open-clusters, which often have well-defined properties including age,
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Figure 5.1: EPIC 246865365 full-transit data. In the first row, we plot the raw flux values
of the target star. In the second row, we plot the target star flux values after they has been
detrended for air mass. In the third row, we prompt AIJ to fit this data to see if it can find
a transit. While incorrect, the fit indicates that AIJ finds there is a transit signal, confirming
our visual observations. In the subsequent rows, we plot the comparison stars’ flux values after
they have been detrended for airmass.
metallicity, and distance, are excellent tools in illuminating our understanding in the frequency
and formation of planets.
While interesting, 5365 was also chosen because there were multiple stars within the photometric
aperture (figure 4.4). It would prove to be an interesting challenge to determine which of the
three stars in the aperture was the source of the signal since it was not clear from which star
the signal was originating. The neighboring stars were 2 magnitudes fainter than the target,
suggesting it is possible they could be contaminating of the source according to equation 4.10.
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Figure 5.2: EPIC 246865365 full-transit data. In the first row, we plot the raw flux values
of the target star. In the second row, we plot the target star flux values after they has been
detrended for air mass. In the third row, we prompt AIJ to fit this data to see if it can find
a transit. While incorrect, the fit indicates that AIJ finds there is a transit signal, confirming
our visual observations. In the subsequent rows, we plot the comparison stars’ flux values after
they have been detrended for airmass.
However, based on the shape of the transit (flat bottomed versus v-shaped like that of an EB),
it does not appear as though the signal was due to an EB of any kind compared to figures 4.4
and 4.5. For the KeplerCam observations, we chose to obtain a full transit first because of its
interest to many exoplanet teams (figure 5.2). Because of its limited observability and poor
weather, we were never able to obtain on/off data for the target. Using the full-transit data, we
chose to simulate on/off data by removing a number of data points from the full-transit (figure
5.3). With both of these results, we were able to visually determine the transit was on the
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Figure 5.3: Since we were unable to obtain on/off data, we use the full-transit data to simulate
on/off data for EPIC 246865365. Just as we did with the full transit data, we use AIJ’s transit-
fitting capability to provide a fit to the data. Although this fit chooses an incorrect duration
due to the lack of data points, this result indicates that on/off imaging would be sufficient to
find the transit source.
target star (figure 5.4). We also used AIJ to fit a transit to both plots, and while the results of
the fit are most likely incorrect due to missing input parameters, the software confirmed transit
behavior on the target star as well. With a number of other follow-up observations, including
high-resolution imaging and radial-velocities, this planet could be confirmed soon.
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Figure 5.4: We identify the source of the transit signal for candidate EP246865365. In this
case, it is the target itself unless there is a stellar blend we were not able to resolve with
KeplerCam.
5.2 Case 2: NEB as Contaminant
While 5365 was the most interesting, EPIC 246787971 (7971) was the candidate with the most
“successful” confirmation. As a mini-Neptune with an 8-hour orbital period, there were many
obvious signs this was most likely a false-positive scenario. In addition to the extremely short
orbital period (not normal for planets), the transit signal more closely resembled that of an
EB than of a planet with a characteristic v-shape (figure 4.5). The transit’s shallow depth
that grew deeper when aperture size increased further indicated that there was probably a NEB
contaminating the target star signal. We chose this candidate because, while the K2 photometry
indicated that this was probably a NEB, we could use on/off imaging to test this conclusion and
gain a better understanding of how well on/off imaging worked. This is extremely important
because in the future, unlike K2, TESS photometry will not have the power to indicate that
this kind of candidate is most likely a false positive, and we will heavily rely on techniques like
on/off imaging.
For this candidate we were able to obtain both on/off and full-transit data (figures 5.5, 5.6).
Based on the results of the photometry, it was fairly clear that the on/off data were sufficient
to identify the source of the signal as determined by Deeg [41]. Only one source was varying
more (by about four percent) than the other stars (figure 5.7). This star, located south of the
target, was only 2.4 magnitudes fainter than the target and well within the magnitude difference
threshold (8.02) to contaminate the target signal (table 4.1). Based on equation 4.9, it appears
that this neighboring star was varying by 2.1 magnitudes. With 7971, we were able to prove
that on/off imaging is a sufficient way to identify false positives in a streamlined and efficient
manner given that other candidates have similar transit times. This observation will be used to
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Figure 5.5: EPIC 246787971 On/off data. We see a 4 percent variation in one of the neigh-
boring stars.
update the exoplanet follow-up program (EXOFOP) website and confirm that 7971 is indeed
an eclipsing binary.
5.3 Case 3: No sources of variation
The remaining three candidates exhibited no sources of variation. While Deeg et al indicate
that this probably suggests that the target is the source because the transit depth is too shallow
to detect from Earth, it is important to evaluate all the scenarios in which a false positive signal
could be produced [41].
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Figure 5.6: EPIC 246787971 full-transit data. We clearly see the varying source even when
scaled to 0.25 of its original depth.
Figure 5.7: We identify the source of the transit signal for candidate EP246787971. In this
case, it is a NEB south of the target.
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Figure 5.8: Portion of the vetting plot used for EPIC 210875208. Here we see the transit
depth varying with aperture size, normally indicative of a false positive. It appears as though
the transit depth remains the same when using a medium or large mask. This could also be
indicative of background scattered light affecting the target star signal (which we suspect is the
case).
5.3.1 EPIC 210875208
EPIC 210875208 (5208) was one such case where neither the on/off or full-transit results yielded
a contaminant thereby suggesting the target is the signal source (figures 5.9, 5.10). However,
the transit signal did not resemble that of a planet (figure 5.8). This transit parameters suggest
this is a super-Earth with a 13.5 hour orbital period. Like 7971, such a short orbital period
and a varying depth based on aperture size were strong indicators that this, too, was a false
positive. For this reason, this candidate was chosen to see if we could confirm the false positive
using on/off imaging. The lack of variation in the results in the data led us to consider other
false-positive scenarios.
When further examining the vetting plot (see figure 5.8), it is interesting to note that the depth
remains the same for the medium and large mask; this is unlike 7971, whose depth increased
with larger apertures. For this reason, we thought the varying depth was due to something in
the background. The nearest star to the target was just outside the masks, so it seemed incorrect
to attribute that star to the signal. In addition, if this were the case, the on/off data would have
shown variation in this star. Upon examination of the larger field of view, we see a significantly
brighter 7th magnitude star, HD 27524 (figure 5.12). HD 27524 is a high proper-motion star,
whose light could have been scattered and therefore contaminated the signal from 5208. This
hypothesis needs further investigation, but we have compared the background sky counts for
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Figure 5.9: EPIC 210875208 On/off data. We do not see any sources of variation. While we
would not expect to see the signal on the target from the ground, the signal does appear more
likely to be a false-positive than planetary in origin.
this candidate to sky counts of the other candidates, and it these appear to be abnormally high
and more variable than normal, perhaps due to HD 27524 (figure 5.11).
5.3.2 EPIC 246825406
EPIC 246825406 (5406) was an interesting choice as it did not particularly resemble a planet
transit with a v-shaped curve that was extremely shallow, usually indicative of a diluted EB
signal (figure 5.13). Upon first glance it appears as though the depth varies with aperture size,
but this is due to different scaling ranges in each subplot, and so we cannot be sure that this is a
false positive either. As a super-Neptune planet with a 13-hour orbital period, it resembled 5208
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Figure 5.10: EPIC 210875208 full-transit data. We do not see any sources of variation in this
case, either.
and likely to be a false positive. However, the on/off and the full-transit results did not yield
any sources of variation (figures 5.9, 5.10). It is important to note that the on/off data is not
complete due to poor weather at the beginning of the observing run. While these results could
mean that the target does indeed have a small planet that cannot be detected from Earth, 5406
is a late A-type star of about 10th magnitude, making it extremely difficult to even initially
detect planets with K2. This too needs further investigating, but for now we will tentatively
identify the target as the source of the signal (figure 5.16).
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Figure 5.11: EPIC 210875208 sky counts. These seem to vary more than the rest of the
candidates. It appears there is a nearby bright star that has light scattered, which could be the
source of this variation. While 5365 has a high and varied background count as well, 5365 has
a deep enough signal to not have interference from the sky.
Figure 5.12: For now, we suggest that the source of the transit signal for candidate
EP210875208 is the target since we cannot prove this is a false-positive. However, this requires
follow-up observations to confirm as well, as an exploration into other sources of variation. The
bright star nearby could have background light scatter that contributes to the transit signal.
5.3.3 EPIC 247383003
EPIC 247383003 (3003) was chosen because like 5365, it too had a star contaminating the
aperture. Transit fitting suggests that 3003 may be a super-Earth with a 3.6 day orbital period.
Unlike 7971, 5406, and 5208, it does not appear to be a false positive based on the shape
of the transit (figure 5.17). Due to some observing errors, we were only able to obtain full-
transit data (figure 5.18). Just as we did before, we simulated on/off data (figure 5.19). These
were fairly inconclusive, since there were no sources of variation. However, unlike the previous
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Figure 5.13: Portion of the vetting plot used for EPIC 246825406. Here we see the transit
depth appear to be varying with aperture size, normally indicative of a false positive.
two candidates, this was less cause for concern because of the promising shape of the transits.
Because there were no sources of variation, we believe the target is the source of the signal
(figure 5.20). We do not expect to detect the transit from the ground because the depth is
quite shallow (0.019 percent). However, just as with the previous cases, this requires additional
follow-up observations. Fortuitously, this candidate happens to be a target for the HARPS-
North (High Accuracy Radial Velocity Planet Searcher), so its confirmation is in the works.
5.4 Conclusions
Of the five candidates chosen for on/off imaging, two yielded conclusive results while the others
require more follow-up observations. We were able to ascertain the target as the signal source
for 5365 and rule out a NEB contaminant in the case of 7971. The others had results that were
fairly inconclusive, but the on/off results gave us a better insight into the source of the signal
for each of these candidates. 3003 is most likely a planet based on its transit shape, but its
depth is far too shallow to be detected from Earth. This will soon be further confirmed with
radial velocity observations. We are not entirely sure what 5406 is because there are no obvious
signals indicating it is a false positive, and there are also no neighboring stars close enough to
have contaminated the target flux based on the vetting plots. For now, we suggest the target
is the source of the signal and plan follow-up observations to have this corroborated. Unlike
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Figure 5.14: 5406 on/off data. We do not see any sources of variation. Note part of the data
set is missing due to inclement weather on the mountain.
the previous two candidates, we can say with slightly more certainty that the signal of 5208 is
probably a false positive; it may be the result of background scattered starlight. This too would
require follow-up observations perhaps of the background star itself.
The performance of on/off imaging on this handful of candidates has demonstrated that this
technique is useful in crowded fields, if not always for classifying the system, then, at least
for guiding future observations in an efficient manner that can significantly reduce follow-up
observing time. However, since the on/off data set is missing large groups of data, it is more
sensitive to changes in weather, so ideal observing are needed. For this reason, it may be wiser
and at times, more cost-effective, to obtain full transit data rather than having an entire night
of on/off data go to waste due to less than ideal weather conditions. On a similar note, on/off
imaging only saves time if there are multiple targets transiting in one night. This happened
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Figure 5.15: 5406 full-transit data. We do not see any sources of variation.
Figure 5.16: For now, we could identify the source of the transit signal for candidate
EP246825406 is the target, since we cannot prove this is a false positive. However, this re-
quires follow-up observations to confirm, as well as an exploration of other sources of variation.
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Figure 5.17: Portion of the vetting plot used for EPIC 247383003. Here we see there is
another star in the aperture that could be the source of the signal.
to be the case in the current work due to a number of candidates having similar short, orbital
periods. Other limitations to consider regarding the general seeing-limited imaging technique
are that if the ephemeris is stale, future transit times cannot be calculated accurately; there are
also cases in which even ground-based telescopes with higher spatial resolution cannot resolve
bound HEBs or other stellar blends. However, in this work, on/off imaging has proved successful
in helping overcome the challenge of crowded fields.
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Figure 5.18: 3003 full-transit data. We do not see any sources of variation.
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Figure 5.19: 3003 simulated on/off data. We do not see any sources of variation here, either,
as expected based on the full-transit data.
Figure 5.20: For now, we could suggest the source of the transit signal for candidate
EP247383003 is the target since we cannot prove this is a false-positive. However, this requires
follow-up observations to confirm as well as an exploration into other sources of variation. Based
on the shape of the transits, these do appear to be planet-like transits rather than a FP.
Chapter 6
VESPA
This chapter discusses the implementation and results of the Validation of Exoplanet Signals
using a Probabilistic Algorithm (VESPA). VESPA is a python package that can calculate a
false positive probability (FPP) for each candidate to help determine whether the candidate
should be studied further. This is based on a number of considerations including location of the
target star, transit parameters, and any follow-up observations taken. If the candidate’s FPP is
low enough (under 1 percent), there is a strong likelihood that the candidate is a planet and is
therefore considered validated. From this information, we can identify the best candidates for
follow-up observations including radial velocity measurements and adaptive optics imaging that
could help confirm these candidates as planets. The validated candidates can also be used for
population studies. We use VESPA to calculate false positive probabilities for the 5 candidates
for which we performed on/off imaging was performed, as a means of comparing and evaluating
both of these follow-up techniques.
6.1 Ruling Out False-Positives
A candidate is considered validated if a transit signal has a negligible false positive probability
(FPP) [48]. The FPP for a given transit signal can be defined as the following:
FPP = 1− Pr(planet|signal), (6.1)
where Pr(planet|signal) describes the probability of there being a planet given the observed
signal as determined by the various stellar parameters such as magnitude and surface gravity.
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Using Bayes’s theorem (as outlined in Chapter 3), Pr(planet|signal) can be defined as
Pr(planet|signal) = LT P × piT PLT P × piT P + LFP × piFP , (6.2)
where L represents the likelihood factors and pi represents the priors. T P represents “true
positive” or “true planet” scenario, and FP represents the false positive scenarios. The false
positive scenarios considered here are the same as those considered in Chapter 4 for on/off
imaging.
• A non-associated eclisping binary system blended with the photometric aperture of the
target star, often known as a background eclipsing binary (BEB)
• The target is a hierarchical triple system. (HEB)
• The target itself is an eclipsing binary system (EB)
Note that for these three scenarios, VESPA will also look for these cases where the signal could
also be double the period. A number of validation procedures have been developed to identify
signals caused by such false positive scenarios.
6.2 Validation
The process of confirming a bona fide planet involves numerous steps and observations as detailed
in the discovery paper of TrES-1b [49]. The authors obtained adaptive optics or high-contrast
imaging to rule out contaminating stars, spectroscopy to rule out obvious eclipsing-binary sce-
narios and to derive stellar parameters, multi-color transit photometry to confirm the eclipse
depth is color-independent, and high-precision radial velocity measurements. The Kepler mis-
sion introduced a host of new validation problems due to the scale of the mission. It would
be practically impossible to observationally follow up the several thousand candidates identi-
fied [50]. For this reason, a new validation process was introduced. Probabilistic Validation
uses statistical tests to demonstrate that a candidate is much more likely to harbor a planet
than a false positive. One implementation of probabilistic validation is the program called,
BLENDER, developed for the validation of Kepler candidates [51]. Rather than relying on a
number of radial velocity and/or transit-timing-variation observations, BLENDER only relies
on spectrocopic and adaptive optics imaging. With the combination of these observations and
extensive light curve fitting, BLENDER validated several candidates by ruling out regions of the
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parameter space where false positive models are unable to fit the data as well as a planet transit
model. However, BLENDER was not the ideal solution as it too inefficient and computationally
expensive for the number of Kepler candidates needing validation. As a result, using a simple
trapezoidal transit model that does not rely on the extensive transit parameters BLENDER
uses, VESPA was developed to analyze a large number of candidates quickly and generate their
respective FPPs, albeit less accurately than BLENDER [33]. Rather, VESPA places emphasis
on the question does the signal look as it should for this scenario, which ultimately answers the
question does the signal look like a transiting planet rather than a false positive?
6.3 VESPA Validation Procedure
VESPA incorporates a number of elements to generate FPPs for candidates including the transit
signal properties, colors of the target star, any initial follow-up observations, and informed
assumptions about the field stars. Under certain simplifying assumptions, it follows a strict
validation procedure in order to efficiently generate a FPP by first simulating a representative
population for each scenario. Second, it makes use of the representative population generated,
stellar information, and contrast curves to calculate the prior for each scenario. Third, VESPA
applies the population and input light curve to calculate the likelihood of the observed transit
signal for each scenario. Finally, it combines these numbers to calculate the FPP with the
assumption of the specific occurrence rate as defined by Morton et al 2012 [48]. If the FPP is
less than 1 percent, Morton et al 2012 considers the planet validated. Sometimes, a stricter
cutoff of 0.1 percent or smaller is enforced.
6.3.1 VESPA Inputs
VESPA requires a number of input files.
• FPP.ini file contains information regarding the target star’s location, orbital period, radius,
and secondary eclipse depth calculated from the phase-folded light curve described below.
The aperture radius is also included.
• Star.ini file contains information regarding the target star’s magnitude in the J,H,and K
bands as well as the Kepler magnitude, the stellar effective temperature, stellar metallicity,
surface gravity, and their respective uncertainties [35]. The latter three measurements
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Figure 6.1: Example of phase-folded light curve for EPIC 246865365.
were either derived from TRES spectra using Stellar Parameter Classification by Allyson
Bieryla or gathered from the EPIC [52][47].
• High-contrast imaging data (optional) that list the magnitudes of stars and the corre-
sponding angular separation from the target star needed for detection.
• Phase-folded light curve containing the planetary transit and roughly two transit durations
of baseline on either side (figure 6.1, appendix E).
6.3.2 Population Simulations
In order to get a good sense of the potential false positive scenarios for a candidate, it is
important to simulate representative populations of a particular transit, with a fixed period
given in the input, using physically and observationally-informed assumptions that reflect the
true population. A representative population for a particular scenario such as a HEB is made of
many (about 20,000) simulated instances. Such simulations rely on an number of assumptions.
• Given the RA and dec, the population of stars can be approximated as a cone around
the line of sight. Morton et al 2012 et al 2012 uses the TRIdimensional modeL of thE
GALaxy (TRI-LEGAL) to determine parameterizations of the galactic structure at the
particular line of sight of interest to return the appropriate simulated stellar population
[53].
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• The properties of multiple star systems are calculated. The stellar population is divided
into the average population of binary and higher-order star systems with the appropriate
orbital and physical property distributions as predicted and observed by previous litera-
ture.
• Given the stellar information from the input files, stellar models are generated to accu-
rately simulate a target star and potential binary companion in the various scenarios.
Here the Padova and Dartmouth stellar models are used [54][55].
6.3.3 Priors
The prior for each scenario, pii, is the product of the probability that the astrophysical scenario
exists within the photometric aperture, the geometric probability the orbit is aligned with our
line of sight, and the probability that the eclipse resembles that of a planet-like transit. The
first probability is calculated using the representative simulations while the second probability
can be calculated using equation 1.16 and averaging over the distribution of the various physical
and orbital quantities of the particular scenario. In order for an eclipse to be “appropriate”,
it must pass all vetting constraints available; this is done by counting all the simulations that
are within these defined thresholds. The constraints are created through the supplementary
observations provided in the input files, including the multi-band photometry and high-contrast
imaging. Together, these can generate well-defined false positive parameter space. For example,
generating a contrast curve allows the algorithm to determine if the transit could take place
within the aperture or look for any cases of color-dependent transit depth, which would indicate
a false positive scenario.
6.3.4 Likelihoods
After the priors have been calculated, using the input phase-folded light curve, likelihoods for
each of the scenarios are calculated as well. Recall that likelihoods are probabilities that are
given set of observations would be measured in the first place if a specific model of the system
is assumed to be correct.
A number of light curves were generated to represent each of the scenarios created in the
population simulations. These were then fit with a trapezoidal model light curve to generate
a distribution of transit parameters. This distribution is then used to fit the input light curve
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using either Emcee or MultiNest [39][56]. Integrating over duration, depth, and ingress/egress
slope for the resulting distribution yields the overall likelihood.
6.3.5 Final Calculation And Outputs
Once priors and likelihoods are calculated for each scenario, they can be combined to determine
the overall posterior likelihood for all scenarios. The posterior likelihood informs us whether the
signal is more planet-like or FP-like. VESPA can then generate a FPP. As mentioned earlier, in
order to generate a FPP, VESPA also takes into account the specific occurrence rate, fp. This
is the relevant occurrence rate with an assumed fraction of stars that have planets in the radius
bin in question. Therefore, using the same ideas as shown in equation 6.2, FPP can be more
accurately be defined as
FPP =
LFP × piFP
LFP × piFP + fpLT P × piT P , . (6.3)
VESPA’s output files include simulation information from the light curve fitting and figures
detailing the prior, likelihood, and final probability results of the various false positive and
planet scenarios.
The final plot, or the “FPP summary”, shows the percentage of each scenario making up the
prior, likelihood, and the final probability (figure 6.2). A final text file is also included with the
exact values from the prior, likelihood, and final probability for each scenario.
VESPA also outputs the final trapezoidal model light curve fit to the data and the corresponding
corner plot of the fit (figures 6.3, 6.4). The light curve is fit using transit duration, T , transit
depth, δ, and the quantity T/τ . This quantity is the transit duration divided by the ingress
and egress duration, which provides a proxy for transit shape. The closer this value is to 1, the
more v-shaped the shape is, thereby indicating it is most likely some type of eclipsing binary
system.
For each scenario (as outlined in section 6.1), a number of plots are generated to demonstrate
the process and results of the algorithm. These include: a) the expected probability density
function (PDF) plot for different types of parameter space in that particular scenario favored
by the data; and b) indicators of how the input parameters affected the results of the PDF plot.
Corner plots for the stellar model fits are also generated; this includes corner plot results for
fits based on the target star inputs and those which characterize the VESPA-favored scenario.
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Figure 6.2: Example of FPP Summary plot for EPIC 246787971.VESPA suggests the signal
arises from a background EB with double the original period.
Figure 6.3: Example of EPIC 246787971 data fit with trapezoidal model light curve.
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Figure 6.4: Example corner plot results of trapezoidal model light curve fit for EPIC 246787971
using transit duration, depth, and transit shape.
For example, for the EB scenario, based on the target stellar inputs, a corner plot of the target
star inputs would be generated, as would a corner plot based on the expected properties of the
target and its binary companion. These latter corner plot results derive from fits based on mass,
radius, stellar effective temperature, surface gravity, metallicity, and age. If we consider the EB
scenario for EPIC 246787971, we can see the generated plots described above (figures 6.5, 6.6,
6.7). The same is done for the HEB, BEB, their double periods, and planet scenarios.
6.4 Results
Here we display the results from VESPA for the same candidates we observed using on/off
imaging (table 6.1). We acknowledge Andrew Vanderburg and Andy Mayo for running VESPA













































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 6.5: Example probability density plot for EPIC 246787971 in the EB scenario. In the
upper left plot, we see that the input secondary eclipse depth is the main reason for ruling out
this scenario. Here, we see a shaded area in the lower left plot at 4.5 T/τ and log(δ) of -3
indicating the ideal position in parameter space where the candidate would meet the scenario
parameters.
6.4.1 EPIC 247383003
Based on the flat-bottomed transit shape as seen in the vetting plots for this candidate, there
was a strong chance this candidate is a super-Earth (figure 5.17). VESPA confirmed this based
on the prior and likelihood results and calculating a false positive probability of 3.02× 10−3
(figures 6.8, 6.9). While the on/off imaging results were inconclusive, in that we saw no signals
from any of the stars, this could be because the transit depth was too shallow to detect from
the ground, or we simply missed the time of transit due to a slightly stale ephemeris (figure
5.18).
6.4.2 EPIC 246825406
Based on EPIC 246825406’s vetting plots, we see that there are some signs this candidate could
be a false positive by the varying transit depth (figure 5.13). The on/off imaging results were
inconclusive since there were no sources of variation (figure 5.14). This could mean, as stated
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Figure 6.6: Example corner plot for target star parameters for EPIC 246787971 with stellar in-
puts noted by the blue lines. The parameters shown here are effective temperature; magnitudes
in the H, K, and i filters; the metallicity; and the surface gravity.
earlier, that perhaps the target’s transit depth was too shallow to detect from the ground, or
the transit was missed entirely. VESPA gives us a better understanding of the candidate by
generating a FPP of 1. Based on the priors and likelihoods, it appears there was a small chance
there was a planet, which matches our initial assumptions (figures 6.10, 6.11). The final results
indicate this is most likely a double-period background eclipsing binary. Given our suspicion
that 5406 was a false positive, it is probably more cost-efficient to use VESPA than several
observations to rule it out. However, on/off imaging is a complementary method that allowed
us to identify the contaminanting star. Another similar (and more successful) case is EPIC
246787971.
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Figure 6.7: Example corner plot for target and binary companion parameters for EPIC
246787971 in the case this was an EB system. The parameters shown are the mass of the
two stars, the radius, the effective temperature, the surface gravity, the metallicity, the age, the
distance, and the extinction.
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Figure 6.8: FPP summary plot for EPIC 247383003. VESPA suggests this is a planet.
6.4.3 EPIC 246787971
Based on the results from the vetting plot with a changing depth when using different apertures,
there were strong indications this candidate was a false positive (figure 4.5). This was confirmed
with the on/off results, which allowed us to find the variable contaminant (figure 5.5). Based
on the proximity of the neighboring stars and the transit-shape and depth, VESPA’s priors
indicated it was most likely a normal or double-period BEB (figures 6.2, 6.3). Once likelihoods
were calculated, the candidate looked to be a double period BEB, and thus the FPP calculated
was 1.
When comparing the results of on/off imaging and VESPA, it is interesting to note that while
on/off imaging revealed which star was the contaminant, it would take more analysis to reveal
the nature of the BEB. On the other hand, VESPA identified the candidate was most likely a
double-period BEB but does not have the ability to identify the contaminant star in the field,
once again illustrating the complementary nature of these two methods.
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Figure 6.9: EPIC 247383003 light curve data fit with trapezoidal model light curve.
6.4.4 EPIC 210875208
EPIC 210875208 was an enigma in that both the results from the vetting plots and on/off
results were not terribly indicative of any one scenario (figures 5.8,5.9). Earlier, we considered
the possibility that the signal was caused by scattered light from a bright background star. The
results from VESPA are completely at odds, which found a FPP of 1.96× 10−2. It appears that
the likelihoods favor the planet scenario and show no strong indication of a secondary eclipse
(figures 6.12, 6.13).
When using VESPA, the underlying assumption is that all FP scenarios outside of the aperture
radius defined in the FPP.ini file have been ruled out. Therefore, it is not surprising that VESPA
cannot accurately predict FPPs for unique situations such as scattered background starlight.
For this reason, it is always important to evaluate such calculations with real observations to
determine what is causing the particular FP scenario as well as determine the accuracy of such
algorithms.
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Figure 6.10: FPP summary plot for EPIC 246825406. VESPA suggests this is a background
eclipsing period with double the original period.
6.4.5 EPIC 246865365
Similar to EPIC 247383003, based on the transit shape from the vetting plots, there was strong
evidence to believe this candidate was also a planet, in this case a hot Saturn (figure 4.4). This
was the quintessential case of having a “crowded” field or a “large pixel”, as there were multiple
stars within the aperture. As a result, rather than the target star, one of the neighboring stars
could have harbored the transit. With on/off imaging, we were able to visually confirm the
transit was coming from the target star rather than the two neighboring stars, assuming that
there was no blending of a NEB that both K2 and Keplercam missed (figure 5.2). Because of
the neighboring stars, VESPA’s priors include a large probability of BEB cases. However, based
on the inputs, including the transit-shape, the likelihoods strongly indicate this candidate is a
planet, and thus the false positive probability is 1.42× 10−4 agrees with our initial hypothesis
and the on/off results (figures 6.14, 6.15).
It is interesting to note that despite the strong indication of being a planet based on transit
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Figure 6.11: EPIC 246825406 light curve data fit with trapezoidal model light curve.
shape, this is an extremely low FPP considering the number of neighboring stars, which tends to
increases the FPP as we see in the priors. This brings up a fundamental problem with VESPA,
where FPPs are underestimated for hot Saturn/Jupiter candidates based on the transit-shape.
Various EB systems and hot Jupiter systems are the easiest to mistake for each other since
the large planet masses closely resemble the smaller stellar masses [57]. Low-mass eclipsing
binaries can produce deep, flat-bottomed transits that resemble those of a hot Jupiter. While
the algorithm does try to account for such subtleties between these objects by also considering
transit depth, it appears that the priors for these large planets are not exactly correct perhaps
because the light curve fitting is not as sufficiently rigorous. VESPA merely looks to see if
the transit shape looks more like that of a planet than an FP, which is assumed to be more
v-shaped.
Despite VESPA’s underestimation of the FPP, based on TRES spectra results analyzed by
Allyson Bieryla and Samuel Quinn, it appears this candidate is not an eclipsing binary system
based on velocity variations less than 1 km/s (a speed that is more characteristic of an EB
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Figure 6.12: FPP summary plot for EPIC 210875208. VESPA suggests this is a planet.
system). Owing to the small stellar magnitude in this case, the spectral measurements were
insufficient to perform rigorous analyses.
The results from VESPA also do not indicate if the target itself is hosting the planet signal, or
the planet belongs to another background star system that is blended with the target; VESPA
does not account for such false-positive scenarios.
While VESPA was somewhat useful in classifying this candidate as a planet, the on/off results
were crucial in identifying the source as the signal. If the host star were not identified with
the on/off imaging results, then VESPA could not calculate a FPP for the system because it
needs an input target star to validate. As a result, we can see the limitations of VESPA for
common occurrences in crowded fields with i) its underestimation of hot Jupiter FPPs and ii)
its inability to recognize background stars that harbor planets and are are diluted by the target
star.
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Figure 6.13: EPIC 210875208 light curve data fit with trapezoidal model light curve.
6.5 Evaluating VESPA
Based on the results described above, it appears VESPA can be useful in situations where we
are fairly sure the candidate is an FP, but not necessarily for others. It is clear that if we
suspect the candidate is an FP, running VESPA is far more cost-efficient than ruling it out
via on/off imaging, since VESPA does not rely on accurate future transit times (e.g. EPICs
246825406, 246787971). However, this relies on the assumption that we confidently believe
VESPA’s findings. On/off imaging results can compliment and lend insight into VESPA’s
results, which is why it is best to use the two in combination.
When the candidate was most likely a planet, VESPA generally arrived at the right conclusion in
cases that on/off imaging showed no sources of variation and could be considered inconclusive
(e.g. EPIC 247383003). In the case of crowded fields, VESPA cannot determine which star
the planet-like signal is coming from or even calculate a FPP. Extensive follow-up observations
such as on/off imaging or high-contrast imaging is needed to determine the source of the signal
before VESPA can be used, as was the case with EPIC 246865365. This is one of the reasons
the current version of VESPA is not the best software for validating TESS candidates. There is
also a significant underestimation of FPP rates for hot Jupiters, which will pose a serious issue
if there are several stars in the aperture, since the likelihood of FP scenarios increases [57].
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Figure 6.14: FPP summary plot for EPIC 246865365.
Finally, in cases where we are unsure of what the candidate is, such as EPIC 210875208, some-
times using VESPA and on/off imaging can lend insight into making a better prediction. How-
ever, VESPA will only provide accurate insight if all FP scenarios occurring outside of the
aperture radius have been ruled out. For this reason, it is important to use a combination of
methods to evaluate the candidate, including thorough visual examination of the initial pho-
tometry. From VESPA or on/off imaging results alone, we could not have guessed the source of
variation: VESPA indicated the candidate was probably a planet, and the on/off results were
inconclusive, since we observed no variation.
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Figure 6.15: EPIC 246865365 light curve data fit with trapezoidal model light curve. VESPA
suggests this is a planet.
Chapter 7
Conclusions
This chapter reports the preliminary findings of this thesis work and discusses future work and
the implications for candidate validation for the TESS mission.
7.1 Summary
With the prevalence of large-scale exoplanet surveys, developing efficient validation techniques
is of the utmost importance. Observational efforts to confirm planets can then be primarily
dedicated to candidates that already have a strong likelihood of being planets (or deemed as
“validated”) rather than various types of eclipsing binary systems or false positives. Conducting
candidate validation becomes challenging in cases of star-crowded fields as seen in certain cam-
paigns (C9 and C13) of the K2 mission. When performing photometry in star-crowded regions,
the aperture may encompass a number of stars. If a transit signal is detected, it is unclear
which star is the source and whether or not the detection is a false positive. This is analogous
to a problem we expect to encounter with the recently launched TESS mission. Because of
its wide-field cameras, TESS will have pixels that are five times the size of Kepler ’s and will
completely encompass multiple stars, just like the star-crowded apertures of K2. This presents
a unique opportunity to evaluate validation methods using star-crowded K2 data in preparation
for the challenges we expect to encounter with TESS data.
In this thesis work, I built software to analyze observations of five planet candidates either
located in “crowded fields” or suspected to be false positive signals due to contamination. In
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light of these results, seeing-limited on/off imaging was conducted for each candidate. Seeing-
limited on/off imaging uses ground-based telescopes with higher angular resolution than focus-
limited telescopes, such as Kepler, to resolve neighboring stars and locate sources of variation, in
turn eliminating false positive scenarios; this can be done by observing the candidate partially
in-transit and partially out-of-transit, rather than observing the full transit hence the name
on/off. Later, the Validation of Exoplanet Signals using A Probabilstic Algorithm (VESPA)
software was used to calculate a false positive probability for each candidate to determine if it
was indeed validated. From the five candidates, we found two planets and three false positive
cases.
In the process of using these two tools, these validation methods were evaluated and found to
be complementary as on/off imaging could often identify the source of variation while VESPA
identified the nature of the system. In using on/off imaging and VESPA together, we also note
the limitations of both.
With its ability to observe a number of targets in one night, on/off imaging appears to be an
efficient way to rule out false positive scenarios and identify sources of variation. However,
this is only useful if there are indeed multiple targets that transit at the same time. On/off
imaging must also be conducted in prime observing conditions so that the pieces of the transit
analyzed are not disturbed for any reason. It is also important to note that while ground-based
telescopes may have a higher angular resolution than space-based exoplanet telescopes, this
improves the capacity for resolving blended stars, so there still could be a varying contaminant
that we are unable to resolve and identify. Finally, having a stale ephemeris (as will be the
case with TESS) could affect calculation of future transit times, and the transit could be missed
when performing on/off imaging. If we choose to use more observing time, the same information
could be determined using seeing-limited imaging without the on/off aspect or adaptive optics
and speckle imaging; these methods do not need perfect weather or in the latter case, even an
accurate ephemeris.
When using the current version of VESPA, a number of limitations were noted. Perhaps because
VESPA does not have the extensive lightcurve fitting of BLENDER, the priors for hot Jupiters
are slightly incorrect as we see that the false positive probabilities for these candidates tend to
be consistently lower than they should be. In the case of crowded fields or large pixels, the false
positive rate is much higher, and so it is important to make the distinction between hot Jupiters
and eclipsing binary systems. Additionally, in a planet scenario, there are cases where VESPA
cannot determine if the target is hosting the planet, or the planet is from a background star
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that has been diluted by the target star signal. This leads to the final limitation of VESPA:
if given multiple stars in an aperture without a target star defined, VESPA will not be able
to calculate a false positive probability. This is a severe shortcoming considering the nature of
TESS pixels, where we will often be unsure which star is the source of the signal. VESPA is
currently being upgraded to address this issue. Until this is completed, the combination of using
on/off imaging or other imaging techniques to identify the source and then running VESPA is
an effective approach.
7.2 Future Work
Given more time, I would investigate EPIC 210875208 and search for evidence of scattered
background starlight as the source of the false positive signal. I would also compile and obtain
the observations needed to confirm EPIC 24685365 as a planet.
With the recent launch of the TESS mission, continuing preparation for candidate validation is
critical. This can be done in a number of ways that build on the results of this thesis. Initially,
it would interesting to test the validation methods used in this thesis work on TESS data to
determine how well K2 crowded fields prepared us the challenges expected with TESS.
Methods to improve follow-up observing and validation can also be explored. An analysis could
be performed to determine the best method of follow-up observing that identifies the source
signal and nearby eclipsing binaries, whether using adaptive optics, on/off imaging, or even new
methods such as centroid offsets during future transit observations. Based on the limitations
of VESPA, I hope to write a program that accomplishes what VESPA does with perhaps an
accuracy closer to that of BLENDER. Eventually, as was done with Kepler and K2, it would
be ideal to create a validation pipeline for TESS that can account for problems such as TESS’s
large pixels in an automated, streamlined, and efficient manner.
Appendix A
Selecting Target Stars Using the TIC
# coding: utf -8
#ticTargetStarData.py
#importing the right things
import glob
import os
import numpy as np
from astropy.io import fits
from astropy import wcs
from astropy.wcs import WCS
import pprint
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import matplotlib.image as img
from queryTICradec import *
pp = pprint.PrettyPrinter(indent =4)
import glob
import os
txt_files = glob.glob ("/ data/k2/tpf/C91/ktwo2000 *.fits") #c9 files here
for txt in txt_files:
data , header = fits.getdata(txt , header=True)
#pp.pprint(header)
plt.imshow (data[’flux ’][0], interpolation=’none ’)





# Silly hack to read the WCS of a Kepler target file into astropy.wcs
f = fits.open(txt)
funny_keywords = {’1CTYP4 ’: ’CTYPE1 ’,
’2CTYP4 ’: ’CTYPE2 ’,
’1CRPX4 ’: ’CRPIX1 ’,
’2CRPX4 ’: ’CRPIX2 ’,
’1CRVL4 ’: ’CRVAL1 ’,
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’2CRVL4 ’: ’CRVAL2 ’,
’1CUNI4 ’: ’CUNIT1 ’,
’2CUNI4 ’: ’CUNIT2 ’,
’1CDLT4 ’: ’CDELT1 ’,
’2CDLT4 ’: ’CDELT2 ’,
’11PC4 ’: ’PC1_1 ’,
’12PC4 ’: ’PC1_2 ’,
’21PC4 ’: ’PC2_1 ’,
’22PC4 ’: ’PC2_2 ’}
mywcs = {}
for oldkey , newkey in funny_keywords.iteritems ():
mywcs[newkey] = f[1]. header[oldkey]
# find ra & dec center to the frame
ra1 , dec1 =(WCS(mywcs). wcs_pix2world(acent ,bcent , 1))
w = wcs.WCS(mywcs)
# convert to pixels; should match what was calculated earlier
achk ,bchk = w.wcs_world2pix(ra1 ,dec1 ,1)
# calculate radius -- length to corner * number of pixels
# * arcs per pixel (3.96) *conversion (/3600) with 5 pixel buffer
radius = (np.sqrt(achk **2+ bchk **2)+5)*3.96*(1.0/3600.0)
#convert to string so it can be recognized; may change later
ra = np.array_str(ra1)
dec = np.array_str(dec1)
print ra ,dec ,radius
rec = queryTICradec(ra ,dec ,radius)
len(rec)
RaTic , DecTic = w.wcs_world2pix(rec.ra,rec.dec ,1)
# find targets brighter than 12 mags
bright = np.where((np.array(rec.Vmag) <= 12) & (0 < np.array(rec.Vmag )))
plt.imshow (data[’flux ’][0], interpolation=’none ’)
plt.plot(RaTic[bright],DecTic[bright],’ro ’)
# attempt to create a file with the right data
# open a new text file
#f= open(" onerow.csv","a")
g = open(" master_list.csv", "a")




#include name of file used
filelist = [txt]*len(fileID)
fileName = np.array(filelist)
# compile big array correctly
testArray = np.column_stack ((fileID ,fileRA ,fileDec ,fileName ))
#print testArray to check
# write data to text files either as one large row or a number of rows







# to query data from tic catalog
#using ra, dec , radius







try: # Python 3.x
from urllib.parse import quote as urlencode
from urllib.request import urlretrieve
except ImportError: # Python 2.x
from urllib import pathname2url as urlencode
from urllib import urlretrieve
try: # Python 3.x
import http.client as httplib
except ImportError: # Python 2.x
import httplib
from astropy.table import Table
import numpy as np
import pprint
pp = pprint.PrettyPrinter(indent =4)
def mastQuery(request ):





request (dictionary ): The Mashup request json object
Returns head ,content """
server=’mast.stsci.edu ’
# Grab Python Version
version = ".". join(map(str , sys.version_info [:3]))
# Create Http Header Variables
headers = {"Content -type": "application/x-www -form -urlencoded",
"Accept ": "text/plain",
"User -agent ":" python -requests /"+ version}
# Encoding the request as a json string
requestString = json.dumps(request)
requestString = urlencode(requestString)
# opening the https connection
conn = httplib.HTTPSConnection(server)
# Making the query
conn.request ("POST", "/api/v0/invoke", "request ="+ requestString , headers)
# Getting the response
resp = conn.getresponse ()
head = resp.getheaders ()
content = resp.read (). decode(’utf -8’)













headers ,mastDataString = mastQuery(mastRequest)
mastData = json.loads(mastDataString)
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# converting strings from unicode
newfields = ast.literal_eval(json.dumps(mastData[’fields ’]))
# filling empty htings
pairs = [()]* len(newfields)
for i in range(0,len(newfields )):
if newfields[i][’type ’] == "string ":
pairs[i] = (newfields[i][’name ’],object)
elif newfields[i][’type ’] == "integer ":
pairs[i] = (newfields[i][’name ’],int)
elif newfields[i][’type ’] == "float":
pairs[i] = (newfields[i][’name ’],float)
else:
pairs[i] = (newfields[i][’name ’],object)
#create record array to fill
rec = np.recarray ((len(mastData[’data ’]),), dtype = pairs)
#matching names to data
for i in range(0,len(mastData[’data ’])):
#pp.pprint (mastData[’data ’][i])
#newdata = ast.literal_eval(json.dumps(mastData[’data ’][i]))
#print newdata
for j in range(len(newfields )):
# replace empty strings/floats
#if newfields[j][’type ’] == ’integer ’ and values[j] == ’’:
#values[j] = -99999
#if newfields[j][’type ’] == ’float ’ and values[j] == ’’:
#values[j] = np.NaN
#assign names to values in the record array
thisval = mastData[’data ’][i][ unicode(newfields[j][’name ’])]
if type(thisval) == unicode:
thisval = str(thisval)





#import the right things
import glob
import idlsave
import numpy as np
from queryTICID import *
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
#open file with target names
with open(’trythis.txt ’) as my_file:
testing = my_file.readlines ()
stripped_line = [s.rstrip () for s in testing]
for i in range(len(stripped_line )):
tic_id = stripped_line[i]
# obtaining ephemeris and period from Andrew ’s IDL files
#with light curve data
campaign = 13
path = ’/data/k2/bls/C’ + str(campaign) +
’BLS?/’ + ’BLS/*’ + tic_id + ’.idl ’
file_name = glob.glob(path)
s=idlsave.read(file_name [0])
period = s.blsstr.pnew [0][0]
print period
print type(period)
t0 = s.blsstr.pnew [0][1]
t0 = t0 + 2454833
#2457509 , date of observations c9
# 2457828 c13(?)
epochs = np.floor ((2457828 -2454833)/ period)




#write Id, ra, dec to textfile here
# will be used for transit calculation
#query TIC for ra & dec
rec = queryTICID(tic_id)




testingArray = np.column_stack ((Id,coordRa ,coordDec ))
print testingArray
np.savetxt(h,testingArray ,fmt=’%s’, delimiter =’\t’)
h.close()
# take JD of original transit and add periods
# chose assortment of times -- may change this
times = np.arange (0,500 ,1)
test = [t0+n*( period) for n in times]
test = np.asarray(test)
# convert from JD to calendar times
from astropy.time import Time
# original date of observation
t_jd = Time(t0 , format =’jd’, scale=’utc ’)
myd = t_jd.iso
# future dates
tpr_jd = Time(test , format =’jd’, scale=’utc ’)
myd_pr = tpr_jd.iso
myd_pr = [str(j) for j in myd_pr]
#print myd_pr
#location: Mt.Hopkins
from astropy.time import Time
import astropy.units as u
from astropy.coordinates import EarthLocation




location = EarthLocation.from_geodetic(longitude*u.deg ,
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latitude*u.deg , elevation*u.m)
from astropy.coordinates import SkyCoord , EarthLocation , AltAz
# get airmass using astropy coordinates
#read in file previously written
name ,ra,dec = np.loadtxt (" for_astroplan.txt",unpack=True)
c = SkyCoord(ra*u.deg ,dec*u.deg)
# create array to fill with airmasses at times you ’ve picked
air_mass = []
air_masschk =[]





good = targets_airmass > 1 and targets_airmass < 5
good = good.tolist ()
air_mass.append(good)
air_masschk.append(targets_airmass)





# multiply logical by times
prod = np.where(log_array ,time_array ,’’)
prod_array = np.asarray(filter(None , prod))
#write to file
# id, ra&dec , period , observing time , observing location
g = open(" master_list_c13.csv", "a")
namefile = str(name)
FileId = np.array([ namefile ]*len(prod_array ))
Filecoordra = np.array ([ra]*len(prod_array ))
Filecoorddec = np.array([dec]*len(prod_array ))
FilePeriod = np.array([ period ]*len(prod_array ))
FileTime = prod_array
#entered this for now
inputloc = ’Mt.Hopkins ’
FileLoc = np.array([ inputloc ]*len(prod_array ))
testArray = np.column_stack ((FileId ,Filecoordra ,







# coding: utf -8
# In[1]:
#import the right packages
get_ipython (). magic(u’matplotlib inline ’)






import numpy as np
import scipy.optimize as op
import matplotlib.pyplot as pl






#access directory with Andrew ’s lightcurves
path = ’/Users/raynarampalli/Desktop /7.19/ ep210775710simultfit.idl ’
file_name = glob.glob(path)
#read initial guesses from idl file
s = idlsave.read(file_name [0])
# want to fit for rp/r*, impact parameter , a/r*,
# original time of transit , limb darkening , period
print(s.blsstr.pnew [0][0]) #period
print(s.blsstr.pnew [0][1]) #t0
print(s.blsstr.pnew [0][2]) #transit duration
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print(s.blsstr.pnew [0][3]) # impact parameter
print(s.blsstr.pnew [0][4]) # limb darkening coeff 1
print(s.blsstr.pnew [0][5]) # limb darkening coeff 2









# rename the intiial guesses with apt names
per = s.blsstr.pnew [0][0]
# calculate the right t
t0 = s.blsstr.pnew [0][1]
ld1 = s.blsstr.pnew [0][4]
ld2 = s.blsstr.pnew [0][5]
rp = s.blsstr.pnew [0][6]
# In[5]:
# converting impact parameter to a
b = s.blsstr.pnew [0][3]
td = s.blsstr.pnew [0][2]
ptheif = (1-(np.sin((td*np.pi)/per )**2))
pt1 = (1+(rp**2)) - (b**2)* ptheif













def initialize_model(t, t0 , per , rp, a, inc , ecc , w, u, limb_dark ):










model = batman.TransitModel(params , t, supersample_factor = 30,
exp_time = (1765.944/86400))
return params , model #batman.TransitModel(params , t,
supersample_factor = 30, exp_time = (1765.944/86400))
# In[8]:
#model paramater guesses and initialization
inc = inc #orbital inclination (in degrees)
ecc = 0 #eccentricity -> Let ’s assume for now
w = 90. #longitude of periastron (in degrees)
limb_dark = "quadratic"
t0 = t0 #time of inferior conjunction
per = per #orbital period
rpnew = rp #planet radius (in units of stellar radii)
a = a #semi -major axis (in units of stellar radii)
u = [ld1 ,ld2] #limb darkening coefficients
print(t0,per ,rpnew ,a,u,inc)
params , m = initialize_model(t, t0, per , rpnew , a, inc , ecc , w, u, limb_dark)
#overplot model on raw data
pl.plot(t,flux ,label = ’raw data ’)






# define theta: what you are fitting for goes in theta function
guess_rp , guess_u1 ,guess_u2 , guess_t0 , guess_per , guess_a , guess_inc =
rpnew , ld1 , ld2 , t0, per , a, inc




err = np.median(np.abs(flux [1:]- flux [0:( len(flux ) -1)]))
# In [11]:
# Define the probability function as likelihood * prior.
def lnprior(theta):
#constrain parameters to physical values
if theta [0] > 1 or theta [0] < 0:
return -np.inf
if theta [3] > 3000 or theta [3] < 2000:
return -np.inf
if theta [1] > 1 or theta [1] <0:
return -np.inf
if theta [2] > 1 or theta [2] < -1:
return -np.inf
return 0.0
def lnlike(theta , params , model , t, flux , err):
params.rp, params.u = theta[0], [theta[1], theta [2]] #update parameters
params.t0 = theta [3]
params.per , params.a = theta [4], theta [5]
params.inc = theta [6]
lc = model.light_curve(params)
residuals = flux - lc
ln_likelihood = -0.5*(np.sum(( residuals/err )**2 +
np.log (2.0*np.pi*(err )**2)))
return ln_likelihood




return lp + lnlike(theta , params , model , t, flux , err)
# In [12]:
#if you wish to time the sampler
127
get_ipython (). magic(u’load_ext autotime ’)
# In [13]:
# Set up the sampler.
# define number of dimensions , walkers , and initial position
ndim , nwalkers = len(theta), 50
pos = [theta + 1e-5*np.random.randn(ndim) for i in range(nwalkers )]
sampler = emcee.EnsembleSampler(nwalkers , ndim , lnprob , args=( params
, m, t, flux , err))
# Clear and run the production chain.
print(" Running MCMC ...")




#make a corner plot from MCMC output
import corner
# decide how many burn in samples you wish to discard
samples = sampler.chain[:, 900:, :]. reshape((-1, ndim))
fig = corner.corner(samples , labels = ["rp", "u1","u2" ,"t0", "per", "a", "inc "])
pl.show()
# In [15]:










#retrieving values and uncertainties
rp_mcmc , u1_mcmc , u2_mcmc , t0_mcmc , per_mcmc ,
a_mcmc , inc_mcmc = map(lambda v: (v[1], v[2]-v[1], v[1]-v[0]), zip(*np.percentile(samples , [16, 50, 84], axis =0)))
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# In [17]:
# print initial guess and MCMC bestfit value + uncertainty




















# new model with new guesses
params = batman.TransitParams () #object to store #time of inferior conjunction
# constants
params.inc = inc_mcmc [0] #orbital inclination
params.ecc = 0. #eccentricity
params.w = 90. #longitude of periastron
params.limb_dark = "quadratic" #limb darkening model
# with mcmc paramaters
params.per = per_mcmc [0] #orbital period #planet radius
params.a = a_mcmc [0] #semi -major axis
params.rp = rp_mcmc [0]
params.u = [u1_mcmc [0], u2_mcmc [0]]
params.t0 = t0_mcmc [0]
models = batman.TransitModel(params ,
t,supersample_factor = 30, exp_time = (1765.944/86400))
test = models.light_curve(params)
#overplot once more
pl.plot(t,flux ,’bo’, label = ’raw data ’)






#phase -folded lightcurve for VESPA
#part of TransitFitter.py
#define phase given fitted parameters
phasetime = (t-t0_mcmc [0])
phase1 = phasetime/per_mcmc [0]
phase2 =[]
for x in testtime:
num = round(x/per_mcmc [0])
phase2.append(num)
phase = phase1 - phase2
#plot
pl.errorbar(phase ,flux ,yerr=err ,linestyle=’none ’,marker=’o’)
#choose two transit durations on either side
idx = [(phase > -0.06) & (phase <0.06)]
testingx = phase[idx]
#convert phase on x-axis to period
testingxdays = testingx*per_mcmc [0]
testingy = flux[idx]
testerr = [err]*len(testingx)
#save phase , flux , err into one array
zipped = zip(testingxdays ,testingy ,testerr)
#arrange from least to greatest phase
oops = sorted(zipped)
# import to CSV file
pflc = open ("3003 foldedLC.csv", "a")






ID RA DEC MAG T EFF(K) Luminosity Class
105083750 269.088706 -21.956066 6.854 5002 GIANT
108240432 269.948219 -23.816076 4.724 9661 DWARF
108241000 269.969721 -23.79567 10.241 4054 GIANT
110325484 270.476594 -22.780287 5.746 9367 DWARF
112687828 274.298467 -17.373877 5.788 3911 GIANT
113584554 274.319771 -17.360516 11.644 7325 DWARF
115603745 272.896939 -23.716005 10.563 4277 GIANT
115603913 272.930567 -23.701248 4.963 4716 GIANT
115603943 272.918052 -23.697855 11.499 6871 DWARF
127476636 274.513326 -27.042629 4.627 3775 GIANT
128640048 267.489389 -24.207018 7.02 4551 GIANT
128640327 267.487035 -24.229233 11.899 8053 DWARF
128868671 267.566108 -28.029015 11.526 7137 DWARF
128870383 267.503832 -28.129709 9.304 3532 GIANT
128870775 267.568433 -28.152781 11.846 4106 GIANT
128871230 267.514138 -28.181747 11.395 5207 DWARF
128872211 267.520626 -28.248512 11.853 4001 GIANT
128872330 267.577769 -28.256731 11.245 9178 DWARF
128872609 267.521831 -28.277603 10.287 4148 GIANT
128875233 267.56987 -28.450291 11.464 2898 GIANT
128875901 267.572403 -28.489338 10.727 7163 DWARF
131
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128876696 267.575176 -28.535341 11.597 4557 GIANT
129159720 267.697612 -28.651426 11.247 5303 GIANT
129160049 267.673976 -28.634705 11.431 3230 GIANT
129160413 267.68855 -28.61684 11.299 4403 GIANT
129160718 267.652325 -28.601593 11.916 3698 GIANT
129161232 267.688404 -28.576832 11.196 9457 DWARF
129161324 267.617716 -28.571892 10.573 3698 GIANT
129161673 267.606605 -28.55529 10.478 3802 GIANT
129231492 267.604515 -28.539406 11.653 3369 GIANT
129232279 267.689272 -28.521448 11.788 6891 DWARF
129232801 267.643721 -28.510332 10.253 9637 DWARF
129236512 267.626455 -28.426903 11.378 9806 DWARF
129236577 267.615075 -28.425592 11.492 5911 DWARF
129236873 267.702489 -28.41865 11.311 8332 DWARF
129237452 267.634733 -28.405796 11.942 7393 DWARF
129238942 267.588132 -28.369173 11.792 2829 GIANT
129239067 267.695282 -28.3657 11.154 4225 GIANT
129240506 267.676672 -28.329786 9.975 6512 DWARF
129242485 267.625322 -28.278872 11.244 7510 DWARF
129245719 267.614667 -28.197378 11.923 5717 DWARF
129245850 267.629159 -28.193241 11.677 7358 DWARF
129246526 267.636038 -28.174406 11.5 6750 DWARF
129249452 267.598021 -28.044861 11.107 4269 GIANT
129250536 267.589683 -27.981016 11.929 7990 DWARF
129250689 267.602393 -27.971302 11.381 4357 GIANT
129250982 267.615256 -27.952223 10.197 3319 GIANT
129962062 267.790813 -27.829483 8.596 7226 DWARF
129967402 267.795922 -28.137186 11.671 4827 GIANT
129972315 267.796121 -28.376917 11.845 3424 GIANT
129972723 267.734602 -28.396572 10.561 3324 GIANT
129972824 267.777404 -28.401321 11.801 7920 DWARF
129974412 267.769553 -28.471001 11.779 5252 DWARF
129974854 267.824797 -28.489616 10.754 6980 DWARF
129975302 267.80978 -28.507681 11.523 8149 DWARF
133
129975605 267.838867 -28.521269 10.996 3615 GIANT
129975750 267.838695 -28.528288 11.215 4059 GIANT
129976141 267.785409 -28.546202 11.976 3904 GIANT
129976334 267.803215 -28.555267 9.791 3656 GIANT
129976517 267.765109 -28.563498 11.566 5178 DWARF
129976935 267.75803 -28.582922 10.844 6385 DWARF
129976960 267.759546 -28.584064 11.063 4142 GIANT
129977188 267.742389 -28.594378 11.266 3568 GIANT
129977465 267.833117 -28.607147 11.219 8049 DWARF
129977843 267.801524 -28.625069 10.771 3581 GIANT
129977890 267.780002 -28.627335 10.945 3811 GIANT
129977908 267.796839 -28.627909 11.449 8335 DWARF
129978591 267.764593 -28.659685 8.65 4008 GIANT
129978876 267.756134 -28.672035 10.404 4497 GIANT
130045277 267.831129 -28.895786 10.351 7017 DWARF
130229649 267.958953 -29.316938 11.819 8954 DWARF
130232926 267.908427 -29.167313 10.619 4414 GIANT
130233035 267.908889 -29.16205 10.637 8087 DWARF
130234546 267.906354 -29.092691 11.632 6087 DWARF
130236360 267.880753 -29.01095 11.581 8147 DWARF
130237974 267.85381 -28.938217 10.974 3712 GIANT
130298948 267.87212 -28.925701 10.507 9991 DWARF
130298989 267.902783 -28.923851 11.913 6763 DWARF
130299157 267.951989 -28.915955 11.618 7379 DWARF
130300336 267.879543 -28.865696 11.193 5496 DWARF
130300535 267.925816 -28.857862 11.422 4133 DWARF
130300588 267.925569 -28.855349 9.794 6756 DWARF
130302079 267.970365 -28.78681 10.149 6107 DWARF
130302216 267.933263 -28.780458 10.471 9955 DWARF
130302257 267.967372 -28.778034 11.814 6275 DWARF
130303681 267.890876 -28.713575 11.339 8950 DWARF
130304074 267.961008 -28.696421 11.802 3472 GIANT
130304538 267.952258 -28.676668 11.663 6675 DWARF
130304579 267.907547 -28.674738 11.384 8096 DWARF
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130304589 267.908526 -28.67428 11.832 7796 -
130304591 267.953264 -28.674175 11.701 4408 GIANT
130304655 267.873482 -28.67083 10.257 4326 GIANT
130305124 267.907262 -28.647238 11.049 6601 DWARF
130305670 267.970052 -28.622335 8.403 8442 DWARF
130306552 267.962437 -28.582808 11.96 7604 DWARF
130308014 267.939076 -28.518785 10.253 7247 DWARF
130308237 267.904856 -28.508593 11.173 3877 GIANT
130308930 267.959635 -28.479031 10.992 4566 DWARF
130309173 267.955525 -28.469236 11.641 3883 GIANT
130310095 267.930824 -28.429722 11.783 2729 GIANT
130310848 267.903035 -28.398014 11.337 8399 DWARF
130311062 267.861957 -28.388922 11.137 6324 DWARF
130311946 267.892905 -28.350033 11.074 7479 DWARF
130313599 267.944022 -28.275351 11.53 8035 DWARF
130314591 267.974592 -28.228853 11.948 4145 DWARF
130314614 267.938113 -28.227451 11.471 4747 GIANT
130314768 267.950597 -28.220276 11.277 7308 DWARF
130395549 267.876845 -28.125101 11.527 8616 DWARF
130395613 267.972187 -28.122004 11.914 6301 DWARF
130395753 267.895041 -28.114822 10.872 4423 GIANT
130396020 267.927923 -28.100594 10.743 4793 GIANT
130397822 267.847404 -27.998178 11.57 3701 GIANT
130398279 267.961769 -27.97049 11.337 7777 DWARF
130398437 267.928307 -27.961 9.537 7845 DWARF
130398966 267.953225 -27.928101 11.804 4426 GIANT
130400151 267.964448 -27.852926 11.128 6488 DWARF
130400380 267.949385 -27.838696 11.401 7903 DWARF
130400445 267.937311 -27.83482 11.713 4073 GIANT
131021763 268.052894 -27.822157 9.436 3710 GIANT
131022260 268.038898 -27.85359 11.222 7022 DWARF
131022588 268.014842 -27.873314 10.943 4342 GIANT
131022856 268.094261 -27.890438 11.19 4393 GIANT
131024019 268.046638 -27.964987 11.832 3353 GIANT
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131024903 268.003065 -28.022367 9.061 2605 GIANT
131086024 267.993219 -28.089882 11.273 4200 GIANT
131086462 268.046624 -28.114002 11.234 5458 GIANT
131086884 267.98361 -28.136709 11.009 6657 -
131086900 267.983565 -28.137793 10.841 7307 DWARF
131087605 267.998085 -28.176462 11.266 7888 DWARF
131088583 268.051318 -28.222452 9.947 5314 GIANT
131089431 268.070782 -28.262625 10.261 9012 DWARF
131089518 268.052929 -28.266321 11.482 3335 GIANT
131089805 268.056079 -28.280182 10.794 4698 GIANT
131089818 268.057446 -28.280777 10.713 - DWARF
131089881 267.98732 -28.284014 10.996 3779 GIANT
131089903 267.985828 -28.285404 10.898 - -
131091158 268.034847 -28.344379 11.067 5406 DWARF
131091641 268.043969 -28.368795 10.83 4267 GIANT
131091646 268.000139 -28.369143 9.868 3950 GIANT
131091727 268.031793 -28.373869 9.895 4451 GIANT
131091730 268.028455 -28.374001 11.076 5999 GIANT
131092361 268.034873 -28.403511 11.417 3419 GIANT
131093354 268.067942 -28.450403 11.214 7294 DWARF
131093355 268.066134 -28.450418 11.751 5022 -
131093362 268.045049 -28.451088 8.484 3511 GIANT
131093549 267.99708 -28.461164 10.819 7357 DWARF
131093886 268.058646 -28.479542 8.326 4161 GIANT
131093998 268.082742 -28.484972 11.934 3562 GIANT
131094720 268.108251 -28.52313 11.592 7939 DWARF
131095184 268.006688 -28.548534 9.303 4542 GIANT
131095628 268.058239 -28.573866 11.826 5397 DWARF
131096294 268.019228 -28.609728 11.578 7229 DWARF
131097618 268.103716 -28.682032 11.393 3632 GIANT
131098012 268.01331 -28.702032 11.723 3800 GIANT
131098945 267.982847 -28.74745 11.72 5634 GIANT
131099173 268.014152 -28.758646 10.641 7390 DWARF
131099455 268.060323 -28.773148 9.303 8105 DWARF
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131100003 268.005081 -28.79962 9.176 8962 GIANT
131100045 268.005014 -28.801464 9.243 3439 GIANT
131100211 268.10654 -28.809025 11.83 7913 DWARF
131100309 267.987574 -28.814346 11.166 3254 GIANT
131100403 268.104543 -28.818933 11.736 - -
131100911 268.090495 -28.842505 11.119 9066 DWARF
131101816 268.082796 -28.885021 8.829 4237 GIANT
131101930 268.068728 -28.890577 11.877 4126 GIANT
131101981 268.069341 -28.892605 11.367 - -
131198251 268.019192 -28.930265 11.611 7557 DWARF
131198985 268.093902 -28.965847 10.25 4892 GIANT
131199292 267.98316 -28.981333 11.872 4086 GIANT
131199514 268.074307 -28.991608 11.165 9941 DWARF
131201002 268.059509 -29.067463 11.798 8056 DWARF
131201130 268.069677 -29.074125 10.968 9205 DWARF
131201133 268.08716 -29.07424 11.423 8201 DWARF
131201581 268.087495 -29.095886 11.642 9697 DWARF
131201593 268.098074 -29.096516 9.86 8539 DWARF
131202611 268.030058 -29.145176 11.646 3380 GIANT
131203955 268.10751 -29.209084 11.973 8337 DWARF
131204353 268.063764 -29.227549 10.445 9054 DWARF
131204375 267.999234 -29.228819 11.38 6333 DWARF
131205975 268.010153 -29.305723 11.977 7923 DWARF
131364989 268.194198 -29.136827 11.974 5925 DWARF
131365711 268.21386 -29.105274 11.61 4308 GIANT
131366774 268.188188 -29.058884 10.184 3306 GIANT
131366806 268.224913 -29.057182 10.261 7957 DWARF
131367049 268.161169 -29.046249 11.328 6686 DWARF
131367435 268.131723 -29.027918 11.458 4755 GIANT
131368092 268.147042 -28.999651 11.541 5602 DWARF
131368605 268.163289 -28.975414 10.867 7329 DWARF
131369030 268.188613 -28.956848 11.905 6255 DWARF
131369280 268.174443 -28.946344 11.846 5918 DWARF
131370798 268.137421 -28.878605 11.96 - DWARF
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131371200 268.200554 -28.861193 11.177 5720 -
131371208 268.179065 -28.860884 11.683 6661 DWARF
131371255 268.19915 -28.858816 11.17 3470 GIANT
131372254 268.161214 -28.814064 10.215 4187 GIANT
131372627 268.184601 -28.797499 11.195 6288 DWARF
131372651 268.166565 -28.796387 11.66 7142 DWARF
131434815 268.140231 -28.702265 11.434 6402 -
131434825 268.139029 -28.701717 11.375 4028 GIANT
131435370 268.141909 -28.677588 11.276 3839 GIANT
131435412 268.11879 -28.675459 11.182 6961 DWARF
131435570 268.174532 -28.668175 11.283 4175 GIANT
131435625 268.166056 -28.665539 11.529 3372 GIANT
131436854 268.189203 -28.609171 10.928 5219 DWARF
131437603 268.190971 -28.575277 11.697 11271 DWARF
131438587 268.130017 -28.53089 11.163 - DWARF
131438816 268.15275 -28.520006 11.97 3919 GIANT
131439053 268.172098 -28.509872 10.62 2950 GIANT
131439688 268.12835 -28.482712 11.868 8477 DWARF
131439955 268.114567 -28.471584 11.939 3370 GIANT
131440169 268.229792 -28.462639 11.492 8594 DWARF
131440856 268.243309 -28.43465 11.744 9644 DWARF
131441947 268.216202 -28.389481 11.958 3530 -
131442086 268.204314 -28.382971 11.821 2870 GIANT
131444237 268.200523 -28.284031 10.24 5853 DWARF
131444643 268.126301 -28.266058 11.885 3781 GIANT
131445584 268.234262 -28.221161 11.641 6795 DWARF
131445791 268.158774 -28.210684 11.504 7153 DWARF
131446821 268.118954 -28.157635 11.126 4419 GIANT
131446859 268.131579 -28.15597 11.051 7315 DWARF
131447645 268.143668 -28.115055 11.612 5778 DWARF
131448018 268.200326 -28.095318 10.422 4001 GIANT
131448661 268.210174 -28.058319 11.868 6938 DWARF
131450165 268.114247 -27.967682 11.968 8593 DWARF
131450237 268.122819 -27.962915 11.019 8441 DWARF
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131547912 268.143406 -27.897436 11.755 6495 DWARF
131548502 268.149536 -27.858768 11.183 3367 GIANT
131549157 268.133939 -27.81876 11.81 5515 DWARF
132134493 268.297236 -27.864569 11.376 4424 GIANT
132134744 268.266618 -27.872576 10.323 9088 DWARF
132135616 268.294461 -27.901121 9.91 3717 GIANT
132138700 268.363893 -28.006571 11.663 4317 GIANT
132140366 268.338156 -28.057245 8.343 8951 DWARF
132140504 268.245246 -28.061174 10.302 - DWARF
132141953 268.327932 -28.102657 11.993 3353 GIANT
132142343 268.27705 -28.115013 10.706 6443 DWARF
132142349 268.285096 -28.115294 11.759 8589 DWARF
132144669 268.364772 -28.180485 9.721 4678 GIANT
132145717 268.360409 -28.204903 11.924 8097 DWARF
132146676 268.268868 -28.243284 11.679 7277 DWARF
132147159 268.27247 -28.265226 9.811 4888 GIANT
132215420 268.290812 -28.526419 10.392 4547 GIANT
132215474 268.277877 -28.528397 11.984 10110 DWARF
132215771 268.337816 -28.54188 11.541 6695 DWARF
132216184 268.263136 -28.561325 10.754 9541 DWARF
132216273 268.341655 -28.565609 10.438 9086 DWARF
132217415 268.295369 -28.621216 11.374 8160 DWARF
132217736 268.318581 -28.636877 10.92 3645 GIANT
132218678 268.35466 -28.682703 11.942 3993 DWARF
132218690 268.355892 -28.683428 11.303 3781 GIANT
132219131 268.263064 -28.704239 11.862 6135 DWARF
132219913 268.271794 -28.742138 10.498 6969 DWARF
132221461 268.264006 -28.819103 11.9 6039 DWARF
132221466 268.324442 -28.819332 11.329 4240 GIANT
132222417 268.274751 -28.86669 9.079 9352 DWARF
132222429 268.272404 -28.867477 9.429 5672 DWARF
132222481 268.294305 -28.870121 9.995 7732 DWARF
132222779 268.367437 -28.885284 11.309 7651 DWARF
132222892 268.371016 -28.891241 11.614 8813 DWARF
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132222912 268.250332 -28.892086 11.687 9342 -
132223015 268.25033 -28.897169 11.843 7654 DWARF
132223274 268.335458 -28.909746 11.045 4304 -
132223959 268.321605 -28.943865 10.425 6738 DWARF
132224248 268.299653 -28.957895 10.636 8973 DWARF
132224401 268.27134 -28.965597 11.281 7024 DWARF
132225001 268.360821 -28.995897 11.23 - DWARF
132225724 268.328533 -29.03116 11.83 7130 DWARF
132227443 268.358317 -29.116814 11.007 5181 GIANT
132227514 268.30761 -29.120224 11.796 7467 DWARF
132326704 268.275398 -29.158218 11.924 6429 DWARF
132327880 268.364368 -29.215033 9.947 4167 GIANT
132327882 268.265856 -29.215109 11.708 3371 GIANT
132327944 268.356153 -29.218903 11.414 7771 DWARF
132328340 268.302001 -29.238146 11.336 4468 GIANT
132328747 268.268644 -29.257978 9.997 3876 GIANT
132424307 268.398024 -29.225876 11.976 3215 GIANT
132424953 268.440661 -29.209446 10.459 3609 GIANT
132425034 268.409327 -29.206503 11.38 8196 DWARF
132425560 268.504891 -29.192953 11.548 7612 DWARF
132426244 268.432369 -29.176632 11.067 3976 GIANT
132427467 268.38509 -29.145136 10.47 3676 GIANT
132511608 268.448282 -29.130877 10.565 7338 DWARF
132511620 268.404468 -29.13032 11.856 4965 GIANT
132512791 268.425695 -29.07559 10.507 5945 DWARF
132513569 268.382096 -29.038538 10.592 6108 DWARF
132514113 268.426697 -29.012115 8.414 7002 GIANT
132514807 268.406223 -28.979008 10.669 4130 GIANT
132516448 268.457268 -28.900917 11.55 - DWARF
132517367 268.418598 -28.856489 8.494 7229 DWARF
132517923 268.462182 -28.830574 10.875 3671 GIANT
132517954 268.440557 -28.82921 11.583 3856 GIANT
132517962 268.442643 -28.829021 11.878 9302 DWARF
132518016 268.384844 -28.826458 11.14 9241 DWARF
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132518661 268.440026 -28.796309 10.468 10633 DWARF
132518701 268.446717 -28.794312 11.114 10109 DWARF
132518871 268.432576 -28.786251 11.594 7436 DWARF
132519296 268.396317 -28.766586 11.432 4311 GIANT
132520306 268.441372 -28.719065 11.706 9529 DWARF
132520953 268.495755 -28.688753 10.565 8569 DWARF
132520958 268.450783 -28.688488 7.884 4558 GIANT
132520990 268.413848 -28.687 11.904 7438 DWARF
132521045 268.470906 -28.684162 11.055 6720 DWARF
132521182 268.425236 -28.676867 10.892 4198 -
132521194 268.426715 -28.67639 10.853 5030 GIANT
132521252 268.431427 -28.67329 11.778 6744 DWARF
132522742 268.429776 -28.597971 11.481 6793 DWARF
132524049 268.49864 -28.536669 11.62 8511 DWARF
132524744 268.396488 -28.502705 11.962 3801 GIANT
132524911 268.470218 -28.495583 11.829 3619 GIANT
132525001 268.424489 -28.491234 11.981 3372 GIANT
132525336 268.459297 -28.476017 11.836 - DWARF
132526063 268.503125 -28.441929 11.707 7106 DWARF
132526258 268.481866 -28.432465 10.597 6901 DWARF
132527045 268.403304 -28.393166 10.317 3668 GIANT
132527511 268.46645 -28.370209 11.487 4249 GIANT
132527663 268.456008 -28.362759 10.492 7658 DWARF
132591463 268.460301 -28.329876 9.824 4229 GIANT
132591924 268.50017 -28.303917 10.332 6892 DWARF
132592132 268.412534 -28.293009 10.755 5673 DWARF
132592192 268.424562 -28.289799 11.158 4597 GIANT
132592229 268.377986 -28.287746 11.118 7669 DWARF
132593635 268.447382 -28.208637 11.305 - DWARF
132594155 268.494609 -28.179035 11.003 5023 GIANT
132595386 268.401757 -28.103783 11.964 7257 DWARF
132595658 268.443448 -28.085028 10.759 6945 DWARF
132596246 268.479496 -28.043127 11.872 7149 DWARF
132597769 268.384122 -27.93676 11.464 4707 DWARF
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133283928 268.563033 -28.150919 11.384 7529 DWARF
133284667 268.57148 -28.191311 10.8 5962 DWARF
133285034 268.618619 -28.208855 10.623 4261 GIANT
133286367 268.626423 -28.278526 11.334 9936 DWARF
133287746 268.635053 -28.347422 11.019 4636 GIANT
133289618 268.564133 -28.443089 9.978 8404 DWARF
133290958 268.533247 -28.506189 11.373 5335 GIANT
133291799 268.623541 -28.547108 11.805 4761 GIANT
133292497 268.600973 -28.5798 11.93 6705 DWARF
133292821 268.5191 -28.59659 11.634 3363 GIANT
133293086 268.518076 -28.611023 11.064 7037 DWARF
133293172 268.580784 -28.615246 10.447 3849 GIANT
133293212 268.540514 -28.617432 11.826 7017 DWARF
133293515 268.51918 -28.632978 11.231 2941 GIANT
133293953 268.550927 -28.655796 11.337 6546 DWARF
133294334 268.621722 -28.67581 11.789 5302 GIANT
133295454 268.629438 -28.732956 11.108 7695 DWARF
133295804 268.621366 -28.750776 11.227 - -
133296347 268.558289 -28.778303 10.775 4359 GIANT
133297053 268.537937 -28.814941 11.464 3248 GIANT
133298074 268.515525 -28.864639 11.378 3671 GIANT
133365736 268.61664 -28.913815 10.529 4820 GIANT
133366523 268.553264 -28.951647 11.785 4475 GIANT
133366661 268.534143 -28.957464 11.779 3673 GIANT
133367175 268.526195 -28.980644 11.721 4949.42 GIANT
133367510 268.631575 -28.995901 11.968 6054 DWARF
133368102 268.612203 -29.023451 9.525 6995 DWARF
133368127 268.525023 -29.024628 9.875 8331 DWARF
133368343 268.528984 -29.033916 11.454 4349 GIANT
133369591 268.518098 -29.094046 11.448 3262 GIANT
133369659 268.603313 -29.097609 11.275 3615 GIANT
133370924 268.564982 -29.157339 11.755 - -
133371025 268.588663 -29.162319 10.815 7208 DWARF
133371976 268.59016 -29.205149 11.578 7606 DWARF
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133372738 268.548349 -29.239786 10.119 4506 GIANT
133537619 268.730579 -29.20282 9.944 4636 GIANT
133538190 268.731134 -29.175793 10.564 7571 DWARF
133539467 268.699067 -29.115417 11.012 4490 GIANT
133539800 268.771798 -29.100246 11.983 6365 DWARF
133539870 268.69688 -29.096889 11.46 4254 GIANT
133540296 268.674309 -29.076349 11.979 7501 DWARF
133540594 268.680308 -29.06374 11.825 8426 -
133540626 268.680866 -29.06218 11.743 3557 GIANT
133542416 268.660139 -28.978966 10.451 8585 DWARF
133543242 268.669004 -28.938545 11.121 6274 DWARF
133544848 268.641121 -28.859776 11.596 3660 GIANT
133545479 268.655186 -28.828335 11.955 6741 DWARF
133546927 268.746536 -28.756725 9.399 8526 DWARF
133547466 268.728519 -28.732517 10.26 7328 DWARF
133548994 268.64701 -28.65897 11.406 7527 DWARF
133549015 268.711113 -28.658195 10.786 3983 GIANT
133549041 268.711331 -28.656597 10.715 4606 GIANT
133634760 268.754944 -28.590002 11.63 6951 DWARF
133635002 268.648635 -28.578117 10.282 7116 DWARF
133635464 268.663802 -28.556044 11.412 6017 DWARF
133635626 268.669183 -28.546694 11.473 8327 DWARF
133636412 268.64472 -28.506594 11.798 3613 GIANT
133639238 268.757466 -28.356325 11.561 4601 GIANT
133639301 268.69058 -28.353304 10.809 7319 DWARF
133641357 268.722192 -28.24621 9.522 4354 GIANT
133641469 268.737416 -28.239901 10.91 3229 GIANT
133641986 268.759942 -28.210911 11.132 8348 DWARF
133641996 268.761726 -28.210604 11.528 3977 GIANT
133642005 268.759003 -28.210239 10.974 - -
133642692 268.73543 -28.174171 11.609 6986 DWARF
133643221 268.699736 -28.146095 9.837 4457 GIANT
133643416 268.642762 -28.134991 10.156 7191 DWARF
133843920 268.72521 -24.887083 6.188 8503 DWARF
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134210546 268.83744 -28.056026 11.316 6966 DWARF
134211098 268.885686 -28.092796 11.769 7048 DWARF
134211394 268.807263 -28.110535 11.526 8113 DWARF
134212052 268.851948 -28.15 10.813 5194 DWARF
134212668 268.893513 -28.185528 9.2 4817.8 GIANT
134212690 268.79448 -28.186918 11.493 6978 DWARF
134213581 268.782956 -28.236752 11.699 8053 DWARF
134213602 268.835707 -28.238401 11.23 8905 DWARF
134214247 268.848277 -28.271799 11.292 7828 DWARF
134214582 268.867299 -28.290096 10.858 5656 DWARF
134215685 268.833009 -28.348957 9.674 8919 DWARF
134216061 268.807585 -28.370556 9.714 4527 GIANT
134217386 268.789563 -28.442717 11.79 8922 DWARF
134217505 268.889834 -28.450111 10.189 4388 GIANT
134218880 268.858717 -28.526224 10.634 4941 GIANT
134219620 268.839139 -28.573111 10.208 8045 DWARF
134295040 268.845853 -28.793379 10.735 6587 DWARF
134295394 268.852906 -28.810719 10.905 4398 GIANT
134296617 268.815846 -28.872677 11.643 4298 GIANT
134297585 268.878837 -28.922176 10.734 3737 GIANT
134297688 268.776679 -28.927937 10.744 8030 DWARF
134298178 268.801247 -28.951921 11.856 3799 GIANT
134298429 268.85269 -28.964207 10.352 6617 DWARF
134299267 268.809882 -29.008368 11.998 10245 DWARF
134299635 268.876193 -29.02767 10.097 3483 GIANT
134301108 268.817306 -29.105541 11.845 4566 GIANT
134301172 268.905136 -29.109253 10.613 4640 DWARF
134481482 269.036953 -29.11799 11.801 7094 DWARF
134481831 269.03009 -29.099077 11.89 3190 GIANT
134482017 268.992338 -29.087992 11.112 8535 DWARF
134482094 269.037516 -29.08329 11.809 3431 GIANT
134483725 268.996701 -28.990768 10.753 4385 GIANT
134487789 268.997131 -28.762926 11.017 9648 DWARF
134488324 268.908702 -28.732594 10.177 4458 GIANT
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134488479 269.007451 -28.723112 9.551 8416 DWARF
134488792 269.030701 -28.706297 10.768 4430 GIANT
134489160 268.961816 -28.68523 11.328 7813 DWARF
134490586 268.985837 -28.601402 10.561 7980 DWARF
134490990 269.00224 -28.576214 11.951 6017 DWARF
134491009 268.955049 -28.574921 10.765 3260 GIANT
134491923 268.970214 -28.51753 11.899 6729 DWARF
134492141 269.029744 -28.502068 11.907 - -
134492167 269.022422 -28.500526 11.835 7799 DWARF
134492183 269.029264 -28.499283 11.485 9774 DWARF
134492647 269.038646 -28.469229 11.025 4401 GIANT
134492756 268.939727 -28.460966 11.828 7484 DWARF
134493117 268.942618 -28.435942 11.549 6479 DWARF
134493275 269.035134 -28.425041 11.173 6831 DWARF
134494510 268.969907 -28.34453 11.988 6409 DWARF
134555235 268.978884 -28.200472 9.703 4315 GIANT
134555390 268.961623 -28.191235 11.603 6126 DWARF
134556120 269.011024 -28.14143 10.596 6793 DWARF
134557018 268.929411 -28.079575 9.944 9065 DWARF
134557031 268.930891 -28.0788 10.051 8925 DWARF
134557625 268.989586 -28.030771 9.983 2481 GIANT
134557802 268.909542 -28.016928 11.281 6028 DWARF
134560610 269.006916 -27.8337 11.254 8839 DWARF
135134200 269.091307 -27.825466 11.259 6794 DWARF
135136267 269.143099 -27.959429 10.852 7795 DWARF
135136730 269.158569 -27.985588 10.233 8576 DWARF
135137182 269.171298 -28.013573 10.965 6859 DWARF
135137218 269.171665 -28.015902 11.791 7453 DWARF
135137377 269.10524 -28.025005 11.908 7858 DWARF
135138437 269.123556 -28.086222 10.157 8022 DWARF
135203413 269.163567 -28.32222 10.405 7330 DWARF
135203432 269.106273 -28.323503 11.446 5580 DWARF
135203565 269.039892 -28.331652 11.663 7452 DWARF
135203635 269.113759 -28.335768 11.956 6237 DWARF
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135204715 269.07603 -28.398151 11.451 6135 DWARF
135204879 269.132707 -28.407095 11.928 4128 GIANT
135204894 269.14312 -28.40807 10.311 7379 DWARF
135205265 269.08196 -28.431276 11.404 7597 DWARF
135205499 269.081303 -28.444456 11.455 4453 GIANT
135205928 269.079872 -28.470629 10.997 5397 DWARF
135206619 269.107292 -28.508352 11.613 5279 DWARF
135207851 269.062534 -28.576948 11.383 6209 GIANT
135208893 269.11198 -28.634394 11.953 4101 GIANT
135210043 269.051172 -28.697264 10.872 8906 DWARF
135210068 269.053193 -28.698572 10.868 4552 GIANT
135210805 269.041006 -28.740208 10.605 10001 DWARF
135211327 269.151238 -28.769575 9.855 3933 GIANT
135212829 269.168067 -28.860605 11.629 3282 GIANT
135215061 269.0655 -29.00111 11.363 7188 DWARF
135215345 269.103057 -29.021578 9.585 8378 DWARF
135215760 269.153754 -29.049843 9.148 7136 DWARF
135376760 269.205535 -29.094982 11.986 7367 DWARF
135377081 269.25152 -29.071531 10.821 4416 GIANT
135378077 269.178778 -29.004902 11.816 8383 -
135378088 269.179769 -29.004288 11.818 6895 DWARF
135378321 269.243893 -28.989107 10.598 4383 GIANT
135378915 269.304391 -28.950748 11.647 9895 DWARF
135379257 269.297545 -28.928194 11.766 3183 GIANT
135379616 269.231525 -28.901384 11.333 6837 DWARF
135380019 269.17597 -28.872229 10.907 8551 DWARF
135380586 269.196232 -28.831057 11.351 4305 GIANT
135381320 269.281154 -28.778313 10.9 5973 DWARF
135381705 269.191622 -28.752808 11.292 4395 GIANT
135382525 269.180857 -28.698727 11.943 5669 GIANT
135382534 269.180369 -28.697723 11.866 6675 DWARF
135382562 269.241751 -28.696356 11.516 4586 GIANT
135383879 269.181611 -28.608351 11.813 2753 GIANT
135384766 269.262339 -28.546824 11.908 5227 DWARF
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135385902 269.23489 -28.46546 11.674 4292 GIANT
135386794 269.223092 -28.405588 11.282 7147 DWARF
135387032 269.28571 -28.389982 10.979 8386 DWARF
135388062 269.225906 -28.319283 11.3 4506 GIANT
135388691 269.220117 -28.27755 11.605 4332 GIANT
135388724 269.259002 -28.275753 10.456 9208 DWARF
135390381 269.186175 -28.167271 10.588 7401 DWARF
135390993 269.248882 -28.129599 9.375 6456 DWARF
135484832 269.260914 -28.078295 10.563 7893 DWARF
135485021 269.174329 -28.065409 5.763 8488 DWARF
135485240 269.275453 -28.052822 11.418 4336 GIANT
135485391 269.21194 -28.042389 11.595 3321 GIANT
135485614 269.292323 -28.026537 10.546 8531 DWARF
135485639 269.290809 -28.02494 11.673 6505 DWARF
135486283 269.281054 -27.982716 11.759 4446 GIANT
135487309 269.303478 -27.912956 11.236 7174 DWARF
135487380 269.249363 -27.908215 9.787 4497 GIANT
135488365 269.179821 -27.841368 11.082 4798 GIANT
135488874 269.224847 -27.801538 11.487 5884 DWARF
135489074 269.227196 -27.785439 11.55 8239 DWARF
135489130 269.274084 -27.781265 10.928 7432 DWARF
135489324 269.18695 -27.766127 11.644 7564 DWARF
136006566 269.397368 -27.445599 11.878 4646 GIANT
136006632 269.430342 -27.450609 11.206 7384 DWARF
136007692 269.401622 -27.531773 11.653 8091 DWARF
136007778 269.366839 -27.538975 11.99 4385 GIANT
136008044 269.426561 -27.559689 10.535 3529 GIANT
136008249 269.399951 -27.576792 9.968 7759 DWARF
136008709 269.403018 -27.614731 11.891 3202 GIANT
136009069 269.396969 -27.644648 11.812 7946 DWARF
136009437 269.376525 -27.676844 10.435 4418 GIANT
136009446 269.32551 -27.677532 11.364 6028 DWARF
136010419 269.394051 -27.762306 11.338 3857 GIANT
136010739 269.379523 -27.787378 10.748 4392 GIANT
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136010845 269.342907 -27.796198 11.655 4107 GIANT
136011011 269.344723 -27.809311 11.595 7468 DWARF
136011469 269.407049 -27.845879 10.911 7257 DWARF
136012200 269.35664 -27.89884 9.826 8512 DWARF
136012790 269.364917 -27.936457 10.947 4405 GIANT
136013802 269.318372 -28.004246 11.713 4224 GIANT
136014386 269.374732 -28.044621 11.626 8744 DWARF
136014821 269.349204 -28.071951 10.61 4678 GIANT
136014823 269.346735 -28.07217 11.378 8899 DWARF
136015678 269.406863 -28.12664 11.964 7044 DWARF
136015689 269.404824 -28.127724 11.505 3680 GIANT
136015767 269.430584 -28.132227 11.973 9283 DWARF
136016273 269.426556 -28.166592 11.534 6509 DWARF
136016529 269.39969 -28.18198 10.292 9574 DWARF
136016631 269.339428 -28.18841 9.58 6187 DWARF
136016695 269.306635 -28.193041 11.667 7500 DWARF
136017739 269.357534 -28.255171 9.361 7633 DWARF
136017767 269.421739 -28.257051 10.614 9554 DWARF
136019571 269.424412 -28.363022 10.707 6890 DWARF
136019574 269.42613 -28.363087 10.615 7741 -
136068458 269.333323 -28.378113 10.447 4206 GIANT
136068726 269.318989 -28.392694 11.92 7737 DWARF
136069298 269.422457 -28.425497 11.16 4414 GIANT
136069513 269.410963 -28.438442 11.536 6475 DWARF
136069847 269.377949 -28.459764 10.081 7662 DWARF
136070860 269.38153 -28.523703 10.332 4411 GIANT
136071582 269.435137 -28.570482 8.657 3701 GIANT
136072042 269.312788 -28.60191 11.197 8252 DWARF
136073399 269.331752 -28.69026 11.604 6897 DWARF
136073821 269.31435 -28.715508 10.882 3653 GIANT
136075222 269.379117 -28.799692 10.493 3440 GIANT
136076020 269.367126 -28.848251 11.517 3850 GIANT
136076331 269.382274 -28.865204 11.739 8994 DWARF
136077003 269.393742 -28.905376 11.921 9765 DWARF
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136077605 269.37392 -28.940626 11.889 4403 GIANT
136077653 269.376664 -28.943621 11.441 3682 GIANT
136079037 269.370002 -29.025415 11.189 3774 GIANT
136079379 269.420912 -29.045914 11.967 4101 GIANT
136079540 269.35547 -29.055553 10.067 6966 DWARF
136079820 269.410168 -29.073767 11.361 4250 GIANT
136227979 269.469519 -28.921133 11.644 4366 GIANT
136228645 269.556957 -28.881874 11.821 8697 DWARF
136229254 269.543828 -28.846603 11.569 3171 GIANT
136229969 269.478702 -28.802994 10.87 7997 DWARF
136230597 269.467921 -28.767673 11.566 4259 GIANT
136230795 269.531511 -28.757254 10.1 8515 DWARF
136231955 269.454999 -28.692755 9.988 7707 DWARF
136231994 269.474588 -28.690763 11.904 3598 GIANT
136232593 269.515039 -28.656195 11.298 4574 GIANT
136232650 269.525623 -28.652735 11.711 6581 DWARF
136232879 269.459857 -28.638802 8.964 9116 DWARF
136233314 269.525081 -28.613573 10.903 8676 DWARF
136233745 269.496499 -28.589275 11.62 6995 DWARF
136234075 269.461539 -28.569668 11.576 4320 GIANT
136234084 269.457306 -28.569115 10.655 4503 GIANT
136234204 269.556019 -28.561668 10.437 4447 GIANT
136235073 269.566919 -28.506939 9.713 3875 GIANT
136236135 269.437416 -28.441341 11.799 6788 DWARF
136236328 269.489178 -28.429813 11.973 7359 DWARF
136236642 269.532615 -28.411726 10.796 4853 GIANT
136237147 269.448428 -28.382418 11.162 3265 GIANT
136237230 269.507464 -28.377607 11.992 7760 DWARF
136238145 269.488725 -28.323177 11.529 4436 GIANT
136238256 269.5215 -28.317204 10.938 8637 DWARF
136238635 269.525522 -28.293612 11.421 4222 GIANT
136238687 269.526673 -28.290522 11.875 5453 DWARF
136239036 269.453915 -28.271021 11.866 7065 DWARF
136239044 269.541406 -28.270624 11.47 8218 DWARF
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136239050 269.543008 -28.27025 11.939 7557 DWARF
136239680 269.482479 -28.23082 11.465 4095 GIANT
136239691 269.479811 -28.229832 10.875 3675 GIANT
136240789 269.536397 -28.162016 8.776 7676 DWARF
136240960 269.45744 -28.151672 11.314 4233 GIANT
136241120 269.540009 -28.141706 8.554 6634 DWARF
136241408 269.539792 -28.123913 10.651 11134 DWARF
136241920 269.567788 -28.090717 9.463 3842 GIANT
136243138 269.526246 -28.008476 10.15 5826 DWARF
136243171 269.485583 -28.006105 10.994 8638 DWARF
136334983 269.527371 -27.884228 11.168 8877 DWARF
136335397 269.456616 -27.854271 10.721 5473 GIANT
136335679 269.519483 -27.835905 11.892 5728 DWARF
136336075 269.511673 -27.810253 10.842 6584 DWARF
136336081 269.520171 -27.809948 10.817 8593 DWARF
136337576 269.450251 -27.714209 11.932 6714 DWARF
136338575 269.499882 -27.647638 11.196 9132 DWARF
136339406 269.453891 -27.593691 11.788 7914 DWARF
136340648 269.53328 -27.511805 11.375 4347 GIANT
136341012 269.479662 -27.487593 11.993 5533 DWARF
136341160 269.50859 -27.477497 9.906 8108 DWARF
136341197 269.488596 -27.474844 11.758 4958 DWARF
136342086 269.567018 -27.420134 11.884 8388 DWARF
136342121 269.488863 -27.417259 10.116 7261 DWARF
136803685 269.574938 -27.396643 10.151 4026 GIANT
136803773 269.658849 -27.402727 11.873 6445 DWARF
136803895 269.572587 -27.411331 12 5912 DWARF
136804294 269.573284 -27.439634 9.953 8552 DWARF
136804459 269.64234 -27.449741 10.443 5727 DWARF
136804681 269.610075 -27.463661 11.415 4247 GIANT
136805167 269.679283 -27.496073 9.813 8790 DWARF
136805554 269.652868 -27.520775 8.701 9688 DWARF
136805918 269.697235 -27.544962 10.664 3328 GIANT
136807159 269.656047 -27.63019 11.464 7573 DWARF
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136807496 269.582111 -27.652521 11.988 6256 DWARF
136807578 269.63705 -27.658316 11.602 7163 DWARF
136807923 269.604581 -27.683605 10.714 8219 DWARF
136808737 269.689794 -27.739887 11.769 7539 DWARF
136810819 269.670658 -27.902464 11.997 7102 DWARF
136810897 269.659505 -27.90876 10.833 6631 DWARF
136811234 269.57389 -27.935026 11.48 4395 -
136812374 269.603518 -28.020884 11.3 6718 DWARF
136812499 269.571252 -28.029898 11.87 5844 DWARF
136812577 269.649511 -28.03582 10.68 3573 GIANT
136812781 269.645483 -28.051113 9.156 9551 DWARF
136813162 269.632323 -28.078709 11.813 10369 DWARF
136813937 269.675874 -28.139608 10.627 8633 DWARF
136814024 269.580329 -28.146105 11.198 4525 GIANT
136814443 269.649049 -28.175077 10.326 7527 DWARF
136814675 269.666355 -28.190865 11.528 4358 GIANT
136814767 269.660044 -28.197006 11.231 4452 GIANT
136814841 269.605612 -28.202135 11.703 7120 DWARF
136816515 269.635013 -28.309479 11.257 7966 DWARF
136817350 269.612186 -28.359989 10.858 6980 DWARF
136817448 269.631142 -28.366695 11.134 8032 DWARF
136817955 269.642463 -28.397236 10.87 4451 GIANT
136889270 269.696529 -28.471085 11.999 3598 GIANT
136889403 269.641134 -28.478672 11.881 7425 DWARF
136889581 269.576634 -28.489021 10.121 7453 DWARF
136889652 269.595888 -28.493029 11.553 3679 GIANT
136889680 269.648563 -28.495535 11.683 3458 GIANT
136890836 269.65906 -28.565458 11.587 5887 DWARF
136890861 269.691287 -28.567345 11.807 5284 DWARF
136890894 269.679696 -28.569065 11.959 7093 DWARF
136890944 269.694725 -28.572433 11.045 7995 DWARF
136891273 269.598012 -28.594917 11.913 7830 DWARF
136891569 269.575735 -28.61429 11.982 3349 GIANT
136892995 269.575235 -28.702969 11.866 - DWARF
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136893445 269.587214 -28.729879 11.597 - GIANT
136893593 269.633563 -28.740213 11.8 6628 DWARF
136893637 269.677434 -28.742729 10.797 3898 GIANT
136893667 269.674131 -28.744234 11.334 3819 GIANT
136893803 269.661829 -28.751602 10.446 - DWARF
136893929 269.662705 -28.759071 5.999 - DWARF
136894554 269.640873 -28.794525 11.987 6711 DWARF
136896114 269.623476 -28.887787 11.21 4505 GIANT
136896406 269.624979 -28.904909 11.716 2902 GIANT
136896989 269.59718 -28.940165 11.963 6456 DWARF
136897211 269.592087 -28.953325 9.495 5336 GIANT
136897282 269.622575 -28.957312 10.81 4397 GIANT
136897411 269.617368 -28.964685 9.986 4210 GIANT
136897667 269.68663 -28.978779 11.162 4262 GIANT
136898025 269.665126 -28.999851 11.943 6349 DWARF
137018164 269.818235 -28.977736 11.948 8645 DWARF
137018581 269.719236 -28.948597 10.578 6536 DWARF
137018983 269.767607 -28.919317 10.814 6540 DWARF
137019207 269.738039 -28.90431 11.911 4135 DWARF
137019259 269.74069 -28.901133 8.425 4485 GIANT
137058701 269.762763 -28.868984 10.747 7411 DWARF
137059182 269.731516 -28.836449 11.884 8773 DWARF
137059213 269.801079 -28.834478 10.964 6828 DWARF
137059334 269.714558 -28.82715 11.762 4210 GIANT
137059426 269.740692 -28.821571 11.082 5330 DWARF
137059444 269.741821 -28.820614 10.952 7856 DWARF
137060078 269.759569 -28.779751 11.253 3439 GIANT
137060262 269.770574 -28.768503 9.825 8505 DWARF
137060657 269.755599 -28.742287 11.502 7726 DWARF
137060842 269.76523 -28.73144 11.4 4566 GIANT
137061272 269.814911 -28.704748 11.978 7982 DWARF
137061385 269.803631 -28.696852 11.028 4198 -
137061389 269.801749 -28.696636 10.334 6033 DWARF
137061812 269.830671 -28.669329 9.828 8366 DWARF
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137063143 269.788543 -28.579395 11.525 4149 GIANT
137064532 269.800203 -28.482546 11.838 7983 DWARF
137064556 269.798016 -28.48122 11.526 4295 GIANT
137064995 269.801453 -28.451035 11.393 3096 GIANT
137065243 269.710746 -28.434826 11.871 5755 GIANT
137065863 269.804452 -28.396263 10.317 7006 DWARF
137066164 269.753075 -28.37748 11.56 3817 GIANT
137066679 269.834145 -28.344534 11.666 4632 GIANT
137067249 269.784992 -28.308889 10.625 7185 DWARF
137067807 269.819559 -28.273081 10.443 4570 GIANT
137068513 269.778066 -28.229542 11.227 5864 DWARF
137069328 269.76906 -28.179033 11.616 - DWARF
137069497 269.743408 -28.167524 10.196 3701 GIANT
137069845 269.797841 -28.144527 11.101 3860 GIANT
137070344 269.710008 -28.113075 11.484 5200 DWARF
137070776 269.733878 -28.083059 9.425 8107 DWARF
137071024 269.72447 -28.063955 11.311 5325 GIANT
137071121 269.717298 -28.05759 11.805 6439 DWARF
137071206 269.81712 -28.051512 11.576 4293 GIANT
137071893 269.745861 -28.004473 11.882 8412 DWARF
137072114 269.835633 -27.989082 11.664 7249 DWARF
137072527 269.825971 -27.959995 9.161 8666 DWARF
137073441 269.717638 -27.89835 11.855 3864 GIANT
137073693 269.803626 -27.881422 11.287 4237 GIANT
137073916 269.774747 -27.86561 10.275 8648 DWARF
137076569 269.742633 -27.696943 11.66 7439 DWARF
137077063 269.768895 -27.665701 11.311 4517 GIANT
137077106 269.767427 -27.662855 10.789 3786 GIANT
137077567 269.741934 -27.632786 11.85 4144 GIANT
137164300 269.75449 -27.57946 11.995 7669 DWARF
137164923 269.771045 -27.539404 11.98 4019 GIANT
137165356 269.713629 -27.510475 11.961 6548 DWARF
137165518 269.745976 -27.500757 10.071 4489 GIANT
137165715 269.749074 -27.487915 11.335 7391 DWARF
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137165763 269.806515 -27.484921 10.978 5945 DWARF
137165784 269.808869 -27.483721 11.978 4533 DWARF
137166558 269.817846 -27.431252 11.701 5524 DWARF
137167251 269.739831 -27.383017 9.097 7953 DWARF
137598499 269.926468 -27.367046 10.962 3413 GIANT
137599284 269.921369 -27.421391 11.99 7665 DWARF
137599902 269.955311 -27.469143 11.509 8852 DWARF
137599992 269.880802 -27.475731 11.668 3971 GIANT
137600022 269.955785 -27.478243 11.262 4200 GIANT
137600404 269.963368 -27.505596 11.281 6067 DWARF
137600440 269.963484 -27.508194 10.437 3928 GIANT
137600866 269.897525 -27.539074 11.883 6393 DWARF
137601652 269.921456 -27.593485 11.997 4139 GIANT
137601882 269.888155 -27.610596 11.22 6287 DWARF
137602435 269.852624 -27.649086 11.44 6346 DWARF
137651057 269.943716 -27.685131 11.365 4280 GIANT
137651120 269.962129 -27.689579 11.584 4526 GIANT
137652759 269.846335 -27.802231 11.189 8147 DWARF
137653211 269.942879 -27.833593 11.104 8338 DWARF
137653827 269.886352 -27.876438 9.542 3457 GIANT
137655243 269.881693 -27.981688 11.781 7716 DWARF
137655250 269.906871 -27.982878 11.227 3454 GIANT
137655363 269.942375 -27.992151 11.882 3745 GIANT
137655770 269.947779 -28.025003 10.439 6362 DWARF
137656331 269.914664 -28.070265 11.893 3581 GIANT
137656807 269.845042 -28.107313 11.552 5779 DWARF
137657059 269.838754 -28.125851 11.419 6326 GIANT
137657320 269.898011 -28.146439 10.998 3844 GIANT
137657325 269.952749 -28.146791 11.429 10345 DWARF
137657479 269.862959 -28.159342 11.828 3084 DWARF
137657501 269.923268 -28.161142 11.916 4400 DWARF
137657649 269.967442 -28.17153 11.352 6807 DWARF
137657797 269.870405 -28.181677 11.343 8213 DWARF
137657830 269.965296 -28.18363 9.784 7381 DWARF
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137657836 269.967771 -28.184063 10.186 5116 DWARF
137657886 269.876146 -28.187895 11.796 6704 DWARF
137658204 269.928848 -28.211143 11.454 4008 -
137658893 269.955387 -28.257038 11.053 3618 GIANT
137658907 269.926334 -28.257828 11.214 8295 DWARF
137658908 269.941951 -28.257891 11.254 8326 DWARF
137659342 269.839529 -28.287754 11.992 3359 GIANT
137659639 269.955248 -28.306633 10.559 4040 GIANT
137659640 269.890372 -28.306751 11.594 7245 DWARF
137659952 269.850749 -28.329323 11.794 - DWARF
137660805 269.918975 -28.387613 9.849 4061 GIANT
137661628 269.878159 -28.444944 11.826 3754 GIANT
137661932 269.882092 -28.464809 11.902 4047 GIANT
137662098 269.934444 -28.475901 11.61 4356 GIANT
137662453 269.87352 -28.498779 11.087 6058 DWARF
137663349 269.845355 -28.558056 11.628 7631 DWARF
137663360 269.846847 -28.558552 11.853 7187 DWARF
137663363 269.892678 -28.558821 11.917 3206 GIANT
137663754 269.89136 -28.58585 10.83 4259 GIANT
137663952 269.891768 -28.600147 11.998 6810 DWARF
137663970 269.891673 -28.601309 11.79 8478 -
137664626 269.950831 -28.645924 9.396 4309 GIANT
137664669 269.866449 -28.649099 11.328 3524 GIANT
137665492 269.910816 -28.705332 9.049 4520 GIANT
137665879 269.844343 -28.731411 11.757 8225 DWARF
137666105 269.899355 -28.74629 11.69 6103 DWARF
137666875 269.966463 -28.796118 9.985 3743 GIANT
137666994 269.840582 -28.803848 11.727 8607 DWARF
137667063 269.836921 -28.807816 11.498 7323 DWARF
137667394 269.945486 -28.828379 9.829 4039 GIANT
137667664 269.923986 -28.84432 11.545 3984 GIANT
137668264 269.908501 -28.881838 11.787 4634 GIANT
137669539 269.921671 -28.96163 11.581 3765 DWARF
139960429 277.0296 -22.999674 6.966 4622 GIANT
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167053659 275.345818 -18.860025 5.825 4750 GIANT
167053777 275.372031 -18.870491 11.198 7322 DWARF
176231791 272.160787 -21.449558 6.486 9000 GIANT
195228173 270.040701 -28.90374 11.962 3921 GIANT
195228915 270.068023 -28.851997 11.652 8205 DWARF
195229225 269.995529 -28.830864 11.747 7578 DWARF
195229262 270.004463 -28.827938 10.867 3394 GIANT
195229426 270.033269 -28.815672 10.368 4382 GIANT
195229429 270.041529 -28.815582 11.388 4530 GIANT
195229572 269.984998 -28.805922 11.62 7089 DWARF
195230063 270.002582 -28.772894 11.396 6411 DWARF
195230204 270.070217 -28.761871 11.735 8442 DWARF
195230336 270.092576 -28.752638 9.863 4408 GIANT
195230739 270.059074 -28.726744 11.65 8573 -
195230754 270.057221 -28.725863 11.033 4944 GIANT
195230901 270.007077 -28.716604 11.669 8259 DWARF
195231067 270.049709 -28.705946 10.402 4370 GIANT
195231093 270.023256 -28.703833 11.291 3550 GIANT
195231535 270.051034 -28.674288 10.159 4177 GIANT
195232003 270.064851 -28.642107 11.694 7714 DWARF
195232263 270.02997 -28.625214 11.608 4229 GIANT
195232321 270.083107 -28.620764 9.345 5521.59 DWARF
195232462 270.072585 -28.610697 10.909 7980 DWARF
195233707 270.070326 -28.530245 11.942 4716 DWARF
195233714 270.067799 -28.529732 11.106 7973 DWARF
195234115 270.034709 -28.501236 11.966 8103 DWARF
195234273 270.002026 -28.491177 11.195 5747 DWARF
195235309 270.03755 -28.422251 11.511 4180 GIANT
195235487 270.031242 -28.409828 10.828 4035 GIANT
195235620 269.998868 -28.399887 10.855 4303 GIANT
195235788 269.975126 -28.388273 11.352 4275 GIANT
195235858 270.046456 -28.384125 11.899 8573 DWARF
195236438 270.097969 -28.3459 11.801 5642 DWARF
195237149 269.989558 -28.300722 11.797 8669 -
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195237841 270.047159 -28.254831 11.377 7475 DWARF
195238076 270.015264 -28.239784 11.878 8002 DWARF
195314505 270.042803 -28.16898 11.666 4190 GIANT
195314890 269.991338 -28.143259 11.903 3759 GIANT
195314978 269.971748 -28.13784 10.245 6853 DWARF
195315460 269.976963 -28.106186 11.503 3458 GIANT
195315816 270.03333 -28.08046 11.761 3249 GIANT
195315882 270.075573 -28.076015 9.512 4379 GIANT
195315901 269.997089 -28.074205 11.441 5862 GIANT
195315963 270.007981 -28.069597 10.765 3883 GIANT
195316325 270.040368 -28.041677 11.524 7932 DWARF
195316326 270.083491 -28.041666 11.763 4019 GIANT
195316439 270.000731 -28.033775 11.498 8366 DWARF
195316556 269.982452 -28.024992 10.683 6516 DWARF
195316677 270.067807 -28.016865 10.831 6860 DWARF
195316844 270.06471 -28.005486 10.983 5424 GIANT
195317041 269.972731 -27.992271 11.604 6982 DWARF
195317238 270.076105 -27.979252 11.469 4301 GIANT
195317880 270.019194 -27.933281 11.007 4056 GIANT
195318007 270.076485 -27.923941 9.043 3728 GIANT
195319238 270.017059 -27.836357 11.383 4397 GIANT
195319338 270.097197 -27.829073 11.413 7396 DWARF
195319358 270.095547 -27.828093 11.659 4574 GIANT
195319583 269.989976 -27.812815 11.808 7737 DWARF
195320085 270.096517 -27.77898 10.798 7818 DWARF
195321407 269.988067 -27.689837 11.824 5846 DWARF
195321672 269.979685 -27.670048 11.94 3997 GIANT
195322189 270.038912 -27.635838 11.167 4369 GIANT
195322285 269.971614 -27.628994 8.803 3671 GIANT
195322554 270.038577 -27.610846 11.442 3771 GIANT
195322565 270.051583 -27.609631 8.482 4514 GIANT
195322906 270.026639 -27.584854 11.499 5967 DWARF
195322927 270.02239 -27.583672 11.958 7350 DWARF
195323411 269.987305 -27.549278 10.383 4403 GIANT
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195323420 269.997179 -27.548409 11.217 4330 GIANT
195323941 269.998715 -27.513836 11.285 4327 GIANT
195324149 270.020385 -27.499846 11.923 7819 DWARF
195325207 269.972395 -27.427853 10.801 6772 DWARF
195471408 270.075546 -24.294703 11.193 7424 DWARF
195471577 270.048145 -24.284288 6.642 4565 GIANT
195471758 270.040941 -24.273087 10.497 7941 DWARF
195705088 270.128402 -27.941252 10.826 4222 GIANT
195705511 270.107497 -27.9713 11.939 5416 GIANT
195706144 270.149957 -28.014515 11.702 4314 GIANT
195706418 270.154318 -28.032734 11.079 7937 DWARF
195707162 270.136623 -28.081347 11.912 6295 DWARF
195707185 270.165242 -28.082907 11.711 6827 DWARF
195707331 270.130332 -28.092234 11.702 6785 DWARF
195708652 270.166437 -28.177505 10.61 7991 DWARF
195708739 270.12521 -28.183556 11.705 8050 DWARF
195709670 270.13409 -28.241259 11.483 4419 GIANT
195709872 270.177498 -28.25477 11.69 7517 DWARF
195710492 270.175281 -28.292912 11.975 3686 GIANT
195780020 270.17454 -28.320211 11.705 3651 GIANT
195780220 270.190744 -28.333809 11.817 9040 DWARF
195780274 270.196724 -28.336815 10.932 3505 GIANT
195780757 270.178071 -28.366255 10.302 4292 GIANT
195781430 270.145803 -28.409901 11.163 6133 DWARF
195781440 270.169767 -28.410357 10.619 3717 GIANT
195782654 270.179573 -28.488266 11.726 3689 GIANT
195783065 270.153065 -28.514336 10.49 3535 GIANT
195783506 270.235729 -28.544777 11.416 8271 DWARF
195783684 270.201591 -28.555952 11.054 7754 DWARF
195783712 270.147785 -28.557936 11.646 4432 GIANT
195783910 270.144262 -28.571522 11.783 7319 DWARF
195784026 270.195515 -28.578983 11.501 - DWARF
195784335 270.168881 -28.598827 11.857 6652 DWARF
195784680 270.143078 -28.621534 9.447 3513 GIANT
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195784835 270.215448 -28.631321 11.722 4308 GIANT
195784852 270.130033 -28.632685 10.153 7736 DWARF
195785445 270.200756 -28.671103 11.659 4327 GIANT
195785589 270.195539 -28.680794 11.534 3907 GIANT
195786085 270.179613 -28.711403 8.723 9126 DWARF
195786173 270.222003 -28.717403 10.281 7356 DWARF
195786221 270.231443 -28.720205 11.676 7597 DWARF
195786404 270.21032 -28.7307 11.74 7037 DWARF
195786415 270.225459 -28.731279 10.55 8737 DWARF
195786456 270.127624 -28.733326 11.028 4398 GIANT
195786541 270.227833 -28.738665 11.788 8561 DWARF
195787137 270.212565 -28.77623 11.512 8187 DWARF
195787692 270.196841 -28.812063 11.149 3682 GIANT
195788525 270.141588 -28.865993 11.395 4239 GIANT
195788955 270.208085 -28.892246 11.448 4100 -
195789060 270.181212 -28.89892 11.223 3983 GIANT
195789555 270.106165 -28.930414 11.538 7490 DWARF
195940322 270.23814 -28.887379 10.81 7120 DWARF
195940343 270.300848 -28.886375 11.659 7678 DWARF
195940973 270.315274 -28.845284 10.854 3675 GIANT
195941035 270.332425 -28.841595 11.298 4305 GIANT
195941073 270.357703 -28.839388 11.706 7821 DWARF
195941330 270.277305 -28.82325 11.403 4324 GIANT
195941983 270.245611 -28.779251 11.339 6850 DWARF
195942175 270.27734 -28.767124 11.209 3965 GIANT
195942217 270.30091 -28.764437 9.165 7774 DWARF
195942224 270.246608 -28.763721 11.211 4040 GIANT
195942583 270.255587 -28.740713 10.759 8955 DWARF
195942724 270.3102 -28.731276 11.718 8044 DWARF
195942936 270.284492 -28.716652 11.431 3713 GIANT
195943003 270.266021 -28.711979 11.108 4125 GIANT
195943588 270.291673 -28.672468 10.206 4084 GIANT
195944741 270.241471 -28.597481 9.405 8284 DWARF
195945121 270.301801 -28.573557 11.213 7946 DWARF
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195945375 270.302441 -28.557699 11.674 3940 GIANT
195946161 270.287505 -28.504507 11.868 6413 DWARF
195946428 270.256804 -28.486944 11.237 4166 GIANT
195947237 270.242336 -28.436256 11.255 3852 GIANT
195948035 270.253297 -28.386724 11.793 7812 DWARF
196343618 270.497672 -27.44805 11.106 6458 DWARF
196344454 270.484866 -27.508289 11.656 5628 DWARF
196546320 270.629273 -28.001019 11.873 3595 GIANT
196546991 270.614856 -27.949627 8.825 8485 DWARF
196547196 270.608635 -27.934811 11.948 4370 GIANT
196547400 270.605832 -27.917709 11.533 7988 DWARF
196547525 270.602764 -27.908089 11.674 7463 DWARF
196547784 270.598902 -27.888432 11.617 3517 GIANT
196618910 270.610492 -27.7911 11.548 8006 DWARF
196619024 270.569904 -27.783018 11.745 6471 DWARF
196619879 270.531787 -27.718479 11.546 3645 GIANT
196619899 270.534163 -27.716972 11.583 - -
196619949 270.580354 -27.713425 10.785 7917 DWARF
196619966 270.57351 -27.711975 11.56 8970 DWARF
196620267 270.533193 -27.687935 11.77 8091 DWARF
196622502 270.512182 -27.515722 9.322 6096 DWARF
196622512 270.511934 -27.515091 8.508 7660 DWARF
196623075 270.516368 -27.474092 10.693 8057 DWARF
196623416 270.601408 -27.449886 10.112 3728 GIANT
196623887 270.624614 -27.412657 9.714 3419 GIANT
196624291 270.540783 -27.379513 10.851 8117 DWARF
196624564 270.580894 -27.357603 11.597 4348 GIANT
196624623 270.577779 -27.352274 9.884 4430 GIANT
202658913 265.744326 -24.556538 10.576 5922 DWARF
210131774 269.079303 -15.812497 5.929 9290 DWARF
210141857 269.081678 -15.81778 9.715 7525 DWARF
222257897 268.2499 -21.763441 11.858 6078 DWARF
238985980 266.099919 -22.194906 6.584 7041 DWARF
243700411 273.700012 -23.050997 9.13 7434 DWARF
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243856233 273.894133 -18.632807 10.712 7100 DWARF
243856478 273.884574 -18.648933 11.323 9445 DWARF
243856698 273.878185 -18.66157 6.056 7310 DWARF
243891646 273.804046 -20.38798 5.957 9004 -
243895751 273.803797 -20.728285 5.339 8662 -
244193829 274.136979 -20.531689 11.508 4154 GIANT
244193987 274.147341 -20.544489 6.886 4527 GIANT
248596204 272.068042 -27.861185 11.146 3347 GIANT
248625713 272.020739 -28.4571 4.558 5062 GIANT
248625785 272.02999 -28.465092 11.324 7358 DWARF
248761815 272.225165 -25.473021 6.788 8681 DWARF
248761837 272.228912 -25.471415 7.414 - DWARF
379177871 274.161179 -26.084404 11.451 4038 GIANT
379564280 274.239538 -27.715919 6.647 4385 GIANT
405779437 270.766695 -28.532366 11.898 3582 GIANT
405780491 270.743921 -28.459595 11.174 3678 GIANT
405781594 270.765938 -28.384398 10.569 3783 GIANT
405782484 270.70845 -28.325562 11.767 7120 DWARF
405783119 270.717485 -28.283321 11.977 4262 GIANT
405784610 270.683044 -28.182238 10.98 4106 GIANT
405784751 270.674928 -28.174154 11.738 4145 GIANT
405784825 270.667417 -28.168947 11.648 3627 GIANT
405785208 270.748861 -28.144829 11.782 6652 DWARF
405786374 270.663038 -28.066109 11.93 9644 DWARF
405786491 270.735002 -28.058615 10.449 9818 DWARF
405786593 270.764608 -28.050983 11.393 7584 DWARF
405786832 270.730252 -28.034739 11.083 8135 DWARF
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